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OVERVIEW

A significant event in the history of the School District of Philadelphia occurred
in September, 1973 when the Ada H. H. Lewis Middle School opened its doors to admit
students. Beautiful in design and structure, the school is named after a former school
board member; an ardent supporter of public education in Philadelphia.

The School is located.on the historically significant Awbury-Nolan complex'where
East Germantown and East-Mount Airy meet. The setting is breathtakingly beautiful
and unusual due to its, suburban ambience in a heavily populated urban area. On the
western and eastern sides of the tract. are scenic wocded areas where many species
of the plant and animal kingdom abound. Immediately surrounding the school are
wooded private estates, single homes, twin homes, .apartment buildings and row homes
Sharing the complex are Awbury Recreation Center, Stenton Child Center and German-
town-King campus No. I. The community population and student population range from
disadvantaged to upper middle .class economreally and socially. In addition to students
from private homes, students are enrolled from the Stenton Center and Children's

-----444-Societresidences,Sandy House and Loeb House.

A variety of backgrounds is represented in the school community from which our
students emerge and the Multifaceted components reveal that the academic needs of
our students are many and complex. We are aware that the middle school encompass.6i
that perlod of a pupil's life when great personal development is taking place. There is
a need for the educational climate to cultivate, nurture, and provide many exploratory
experience.s to aid the student in determining.and acquiring a set of values which will
provide a background for future.living patterns.

To establish the best atmosphere for the learning process in addition to main-
taining an educationally sound program, Eclectic Team,Teaching using the open class-
room concept is 'the basic student organization in operation at Ada H. H. Lewis Middle
School. The school is physically and administratively organized On the House Plan.
There are four hbuses, Blue, Orange, Greea and Tan which accommodate studentS on
a vertical house structure. Each house has all grades, but no team has more than
-one grade, with the exception of the single unit AlternatiVe Class.



PHILOSOPHY

The chronological, mental and social ages of middle:school students suggesta
leurning environment that provides for the special qualities and needs of this perior
of developthent.

The Ada H. H. Lewis Middle School program is designed to educate the whole
child academically, socially and emotionally by providing for indfyidual differences
and 1-iv inculcatin!r in the child the highest educational standards possible.

Constant interaction among pupils, teachers and cominunity will result in a cur-
riculum design that will providc.for the smooth transition of studerits,' approximate
ages ten to fourteen, from lOwer TO upper schools. This interaction will affect desir-
able changes in student behavior. These-behaviors are grouped into the following
categories: knOwledge, study skills, thinking processes, self-direction', social
effectiveness and.'human values. In addition, -emphasis will be on continued improve-,
ment and utilization of fundamental skills-and on providing a variety of experiences to
prepare the student for a more specialized eurriculum in high school.

teachers must cooperate arid-worictoetheiTh coordinate learning experiences
whenever possible. Various team approaches will necessitate staff development,
which has beren provided previously to improve.constantly and to upgrade the qualitY
of teaching in the Ada H. H. Lewis Middle School:

Success in creating this new model is wholly dependent upon creative involvement
* and cooperation of acithinistrators, teachers, parents, 'students and community re-

sources.



GOALS

1. To orient students, Laculty4 staff, parents and community to the Ada H. H.
Lewis Thane School concept and philosophy and to have them assist in improv-
ing the:educational program.

9 To provide high-interest, multi-level educational materials to meet the diverse
interests and needs of the students.

2. To evaluate periodically pupil needs and concbrns and to adjust curriculum or
inslruction when necessary.

4. To.estnblish reciprocal relations with Awbury Recreation Center and German-6
town.-.Martin Luther King High School Campus No.. I in utilizing physical facili-
ties, materials and personnel whenever feasible.

5. To initiate an open-ended career developMent program cbrrelated with similar
programs in upper schools.

To place emphasis on learning rather than- on teaching.

7. To help students establish attitudes and values that will help them to become
self-directing, self-sustaining, responsible members of our society.

S. -To develop an organization that.utilizes the professional competencies of
teachers to the utmost through cooperative team-teaching procedures.

I 0'
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TEANCSTRUCTURE

The middle school concept covers grades five through eight. These school Years
are distinctively different from any other, and the child is changing more rapidly
physically, 'emotionally, and socially than at any other period of his life. Adjustments
tO school and society and developing Positive attitudes and fostering ambitions dictate
that stiirients be provided alternatives to accommodate their learning styles. The con-
cept of a quad-team. mini-team, or single-unit team is the vehicle chosen at Lewis to
provide flexibility, for students' needs in the skill subjects. Careful consideration has
been -ivon to the selection of students for each team. Each student's school history
and upi personnel record havc been examined to provide a basis for assignment.

All Expressive Arts subjects have been Ambined to form`-the Expressive, Arts
teatn, which provides opportm3itiec for students to gain skills-in related areas. The
Middle school should provide r-inumerable exploratory experiences that students can
use as bases :or deterMining curricula and career choices as these students progress
throizrh the sCihool years.

QuAD-TEAms - -;"Ft_TIII7NTS, 4 TEACHERS.- Sixty-six percent of the popdlation

2COMPOSITION - Entire -house-rn-izus--these

top 107 1 90th percentile
middle 13(7';
lower 107 ) 11th Percentile

A. Rank will be deterthined by.a conversion scale based on Iowa tests, report
card marks and relevant additional,input.

'1-arn Placement (mini or quad) determined by teacher. or counselor re-
commendation and/or social development. Parents' desires will be con-
sidered in team placement.

II. RATIONALE

A. Closer ability groupings for ii-Istruction. r.

B. Spedialist tenchers.---"
C. Greater opportunity for teachers to assist and learn from one another.
D. Instructional time saved through large group presentations.

MINI-TEAMS 70 STUDENTS, 2 TEACHERS Thirtythree percent of the population

I. COMPOSITION - Following groups of s'tudents:.

top 30(i7- 1 90-99 percentile
mid(le 40(-,- ) .

lower 307 ) 1.-10 percentile
'1

:N. Rank will be determined by a c.onversion sca,le based on Iowa tests, report
card marks, and relevant additional inputs.



,------
B. Team Placement (mini or quad) determined by teacher- or counselor re-

commendation and.'or social development. Parents desires will be con-
sidered in team'placement.

II. RATIONALE

A. Top 307 will have time, space and opportunity for independent study.
B. Children will relate to fewer adults, get to know teachers better, and have

opportunity for better-adjustment.
C. Lesstime spent traveling between classes.
D. Teachers will relate to fewer children, know them better.
E. Focus on individualization.
F. More open in concept.than quads.
G. Greater flexibility than quads.
H. Unified thrust and/or possibility of inter-relatingacademic disciplines.

(Math-Science or Social Studies communications)
I. Provide half-way placement for Special Educalticin pupils.

SINGLE-UNIT TEAMS 35 STUDENTS, 1 TEACHER

-I. COMPOSITION

top 30 , 1 91-100 percentile
middle 407(-- ) 11-90 percentile
lower 307( ) 1-10 percentile

A. Rank will be determined by a conversion scale based on Ioa tests, report
5card marks and relevant additional inputs.

B. Team Placement single determined by teacher or counselor recommenda-
tion and/or social development. Parents' desires to be considered also.

II. RATIONALE

A. Top 307L Will have tin-ie, space and opportunity for independent study.
B. Pupils Will have maximum opportunity within this organizational strdcture

for intensive pupil-teacher communication on a one-to-one basis.
C. Additional time gained in minimizing pupil movement.
D. provides an easily identifiable home-base for children.
E. Open-ended opportunity for arranging for instruction.
F. Focus on, individualization.
G. Placement for teachers who work better individually.
H. Maximum opportunity for social,and instructional accommodation for

Special Educatioh pupils.

12



CONVERSION SCALE COMPONENTS FOR
STUDENT RANKING

A. RATIONALE

Because we believe we 'need sever accurate judgment about
student p7.acement in our quad-rlh . . organization, the Lewis- Team
has decided on a flexible plan for rarkilq; :,Lw.lents which would bring about maxi-
mum learning for all our students.

B. COMPONENTS

1. 172,orn each Ltudeqt's Iowa ( ) Profile, use, the stanine for t e_composite..soGre
(stapine = 1 9)

If th cOmposite stanine is Unavailable, use all the Stanines f \om any of the
major batteriesayailalyie.

a. Vocabulary
b. Reading

c. 'Total Language
-d. -Total Work-Study

e. Total Arithmetic

This average would be comparable to a composite. stanine.

Use eight grades from the: progress report to find an average for each student.

a. Five grades from.the skill areas: Reading, Arithmetic, Written Ex-
pression, Science, Social Studies.-

ne.best three grades from the expresthve arts areas: Music, Health
Education, Physical Education; art.

3. Teacher Evaluation

C. APPLICATION

The three components woald be used to determine,whether a student is placed in-a
quad, mini,., or single team initially.

1. Iowa* Coniposite Stanine
2. Progress Report Average,
3. Teacher Evaluation

the conclusion.of the school year 1973-1974, the Iowa profile will be replaced by
Lhe California Achievement Test.Pr6file. The School District will administer the
CAT initially in Apnit-IyIay,, 1974.

13
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However, before final placement is lecided, other factors may be considered:

1. Personal attributes
.2. Student interests
.3. Leadership strengths
4. Parental evaluation or request
5. Community activities
6. School-related activities and respoi.sibiliti
-7. Citizenship and work habits

;ra
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ROSTER AND SCHEDULE

Student profiles have been compiled and are bn file, in the Organization Director's
office which ultimately had the responsibility of leading the Roster and Scheduling. Com-
mittee into developing.a roster to accommodate the 'student body.. A master roster
was devised based on modular scheduling with nineteen modules. Expressive Arts
areas and modules were assigned to the teams. ExpreSsive Arts offered are Art,
Graphics and Visual Communic:i s, Industrial Materials, Physical and Health Educa-
tion, Vocal and Instrumental V;ping, and.Home Economics. In addition te these
areas, Latin, as an explor ,e. for fifth graders, has joined the Expressive
Arts team. ,-"Ivo -lunch mo, ,ting:Of forty minutes each were designiited.' With
these fixed components. extrw,

r,rnaining school day is left tO-the-teacher-teany-
members to determiae when and how long the skill subjects of communications, social
studiesscience_ and mathematics.will_be talght. Reading instruction for every: pupil
on every team must be at least one hour per day. A supplementary offering of Human
Growth and Development'iS also available to many of the,classes in each grade.

1



ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM

. The Altermttive Class iS a unique venture in the Lewis School. It is designed to
house a maximum of twenty-five students, grades 5, 6, 7, and 8, who have had little
success.acadeinically even though indications from teacher evaluations; local and
national achievements tests, and parental information Show that the students have
average ability. This class is funded through the Alternative Programs office and
was established as a result of a proposal being Writtemand accepted in the spring of
1973. .

The class has the is of a classroom tcache,: three part-time adult learn-
ing partner' ,nd a team of mental healti, ,2onsultaas., These profes-
sionals, . , of school administrators, l'orm the Alternative Program
team, diagnese, plan,- and implement instructional and supportive activities for-the
students. . Due to the unusual student-adult ratio in the class, the program -provides
individualized instruction and counseling to the students.

'The chief goal of this programis to.provide a happy, successful school ekperience:
which would stimulate learning to.the point that skills ban be gained, to assure each
-child of attaining grade.level mastery.in the basic skill areas.: The students are also
restered---into-the-E-xpressive-Arts_areas, as_are other students at Lewis. Students
have the opportunity of taking many .educational trips and participating in:Career-
oriented activities. When students have achieved this major goal, along with other .

desired social and'emotional strengths; they may voluntarily 1_ nter or be recommended
to enter an existing eclecticteam at Lewis.

Students involved in the program either opted to enter or were recommended by
parents, teach rs and other sc:nool personnel. There-is n V reisly Meeting each Friday
morning from ):15 a.m. to 1030 m. to diseuss the ss and problernS -students
and Staftare experiencing.. The mental health consultant-, duct grottp meetings with
the-students r:: Monday and Thesdny -of each week and 61-ic *ith parents of stu-
dents'in the :H±iss.

School District support and evaluation are proVided fr.in the Alternative Programs
Office and*the Research and Evaluation Division.

1 6
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SPECIAL EDUCATION

Id 'eluded in our organizatiohal structure of.class assignment are.two Special Educa-.
tion classes of retarded educable children. These 'students come either from the Lewis
boundaries or are assigned to us by the,District Six office. Both are single-unit.classes
with skill subjects taught by theadvisory teacher. However, both classes have formed
alliances with existing teams in.their respective houses to,implement instruction partic-
ularly in the reading and mathematics areas. Expressive Arts subjects are.assigned
to all students-from the master. roster. The Special Education students are merged
'Nvit.h students from other classes instead of moving as 'separate entities. This gives
all students greater exposure to,each other and eliminates the stigma, isolation, and
fruStration ofz:en experienbed by i)upils.in Special Educa.'4on.

17
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

One of the diEl,irbing proplems faced by practically every school and every school
district, is the lack of articulation within a grade, within a school, between schools
and 'alto Ughout a 'schoor-distriet.-, One concern in-the middle school is that there must
be knowledge of the skills and subject matter offered and mastered in the lower school
in addition to those skills and subject matter offerings required in the high school.
This inforMation must be known so that the school can realistically provide a program
based on the pupils' needs while eliniinating frustration, fear of Sehool, and negative
attitudes. We do intend to create and support a viable system which engenderS a desire.
for learning that can be- implemented through teachers meeting students with warmth,
understanding, and skill. Lewis staff members have engaged. themselves industriously
in making these determinations.

18
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READING

I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

A. Staff.

The school plans ,to have four, reading specialists, along with parapro-
fessional and volunteer reading aides, to work withteachers and students
in the houses. Each base teacher will be a teacher of reading as a develop-
mental process, and will be responsible for instruction in his or her content
area, making it more responsive to individual needs.

Expressive arts teachers i.e. industrial-arts,l_home ecoI1o1iiie, bu--
ness, music, physical education, 'foreign language and--art,_will not teach
readingas a developmental proceSs but will be responSible for-teaching
study skills applicable to their particular areas.

I. M. C. personnel will assist in carrying out the objectiyes of the
reading program by acquaintingpupils and staff with available print, 'non-
print and production materials and encouragingwide use of the facility on

t,individual as well as group bases.

Rationale

The Reading Process is the basic 'skill on which competencY in other
disciplines is dependent. Since all content area teachers useprinted
materials as basic part of their instructional program, they must assume
the obligation of teaching students to read through a well-planned system-.
atic apprpach.

Because it is recognized that children learn :differently arid that no one .

has yet designed the one setor package of materials that will fit all children,
a basal will be used as theore of the developmental program with a supple-
ment of Multi-media/multi-level materials to meet the diverse needs of the
students.

II. GOALS
_

A. TO measure peribd'it-ally7eacirstudentls.comp_etency_in language abilities to
ascertain his, needs and chart his progress.

B. To increase each teacher's capability in teaching the skills of reading in a
deYelopMental rea-ding program and-in his own sable-et-area.

. . _
1. Staff development
2. On7tbe-spot assistance

C. To provide sufficient multi-media/multi-level materials to meet the needs
of the students in a developmental reading program.'

1 9
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D. To involve parents, the community, and school personnel in the development
of the students' language abilities.

E. To provide for periodic evaluation and continuous monitoring of the.reading
program to ascertain its effectiveness.

III. 'OBJECTIVES- General

A. To enlarge the students'. interest areas thrdugh the use of a wide range or
reading materials and other media.

B. To it1L lte.all curriculum areas into the reading program.

..To reinforce Wordattack and comprehension skills in conjunction with the.
basal reading program.

D. To develop independence and competence in reading in students who have
experienced- reading difficulties.

E. To establish basic stUdv skills and work habits.

To organize a cadre of learning partners to tutor underrachievers in reading.

IV.' .BEHAVIORAL OBSECTIVES

A. T4 median grade equivalenill-ititrease byat least one Year.

B. The number of pUpils -below the sixteenth percentile will decrease by 5%.

C. The student s,hall make aFplication of study skills when reading in the content
areas. C.

D.' The student will show, in written form or orally, comprehension, word
recognition, vocabulary, and study. skills.-

E. The student will exemplify a good attitude toward reading by:

1. Joining the public library. ,
2. Participating in book clubs.
3. Makiiit theWide-u-se-of-the:schoolls_l_..M. C.
4. Reading more books independently.

F. The student shall demonstrate his ability to do the following:

1. Use .parts of a book effectively (table of contents, index, preface,
glossary, eta.)

2. tse reference books and periodicals.
3 . Mak3 horizontal and vertical outlines.

2 0



4. Classify facts and ideas.
5. Separate relevant from irrelevant ideas.
6. Interpret lidormation from maps, graphs, charts, tables.
7. Take notes.
8. Adjust reading rate tO. purpose and difficult- aate.rials

9. Summarize what is r,,a(r.
10. Use the dictionary.

V. READING PROGRAM C011IPONENTS

A. Developmental

1. Ginn 360 Will be used by base teackers as the core of the develop-
mental reading program, supplemented with Girin Workshops, paper,
back libraries and other high intere-st materials to reinforce concepts
and to stimulate critical thinking. Carnahan and Lyons, Phonics We
.11se, and Barnell, Loft, Specific Skills Series will be used for additional ,

phonics instruction inififth and sixth grade classes.

2. Fifteen mods per week will be spentin the teaching of reading as a
developmental procesS (in addition to communications). Classes will
-cycle according to reading levels. Fifth and sixth grade classes will
spend one additional-mod-per-day. for-emphasis-on phoriics.

4

B. :Remedial

1. Students who are identified as having special readfng prolemswill
receive prescribed instruction by a reading specialist-or learning
partner When pOsSible in the reading skills center or the diagnostic'
center. Barnell, Loft, Specific Skills Series; The American Book
Cqmpany, Triple I Series; Prentice-Hall, Phoenix Readers; Benefic
Press, High interest readerS, Imperial Skills Tapes and Lessons; and
S. R. A. Laboratories will be used as the students' needs'indicate.

, .

2. These students will have apprOXimately six to nine mods per week in
ungraded groups withlhe reading specialist, aides, and/or volunteer

.
tutors.

C. Enrichment :

This program is designed Primarily for the highest achievers in read-
ing (those above the seventy-fifth percentile). Erriphasis will be placed
.on the expansion of student's reading interests through the use of wide-
range materials 'and meaia. The baseTeabLef-S-W.-1,1"pray a vital role
in this program, as will the I. M. C. director and reading specialist..

tivities of students in this program will include reading and record-
ing tories, plays, poetry, etc., to be enjoyed by less proficient
reade s. It will aLso include independent study activities. Scholastic
Book Se' s - Co Itrtact Kits, and other multi-media materials found

- in the I. M>C will form a base for this'oorr7onent of the program.
S.



-2. Children participating in this compc 2nt will spend three to six mods
pe- w maded groups.

D. Staff Deveb,,..ii,

1; Staff development 'sessions conducted by th) reading specialists will
be held for new teache-s to define the terms of the proposal, 'to
acquaint them with reading materials, and to .demonstrate the teach-
ing of a directed reading lesson and the administeringof an I. H. I.

Daily, on-site-Staff development is a Major component of the 'total
reading .program. Tile reading teachers will function in the classrooms
with teachers to give on-the-spot assistance.

3. The reading specialists will be .available during team planning sessions
for consultation and assiStance.

4. School-wide wOrkshops will be held once a Monthduring staff meeting
time so that teachers of a single discipline mi.iy develop reading mate-
rials which -will upgradb--tiretbaching-Of-skills-in-their-own-subject-area. .

The sessioris may aIso be used to share techniques used in teaching
skills in:the content areas and in developmental reading. --

E. Communii* Participation

1. Each parent of the Lewis School,body will be\ encouraged to volunteer
his or her services to assist in the reading program.

2. NVo.rkshops will be scheduled for the training of volunteers to assist
teachersin the teaching of reading.

3. Each house will have a parent representative whose primary function
will be to'secure adult learning,partners from the'comniunity and assist
the reading specialist in coordinating the reading tutorial program in
each respective house.

VI. MANAGEMENT SYSTgm

A. Principal

Has niajor responsibility for the total program.
. Delegates responsibility for the organization and functioning of the

task force.

B. Tw6 Vice-Principals

1. Organize the task 'force,
2. Scheduleineetings of the task force.

2 2
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-3. 'Meet regularly vs ith the reading specialists and staff members for on-
tgoing evaluation f the reading program.

4. Monitor the reading progrpn for the school.

C. House Directors ;

1. Work With the reading .specialists.
2. Correlate the reading programs within each team.

C:L7

D. Reading Specialists

1. Assist in diagn 'sing and assessing reading difficulties
2. Serve, along w1h language arts teachers, as an instructional resource

for all team 'members.
3. Plan and develOp reading,prograrns.for the school.

. .

4: Develop .and conduct effective workshops for on-going.staff development
in reading for all teams.

_ _. ..

Give. direct instruiction to underachieving readers.

.

,

. Work wiih paraprofessiOnals.and learning partners providing directi
.and assistance with methods and procedures.

7. Work and plan cooperatively with all teams in the house.
. , ,.

8. Serve on the Reading Task Force.

E. Conten.; Area Teachers \
. -

\
, \ .1

1. Diagnose and asSess reading for areas of difficulty a.nd ascertain read-
ing levels...

F.

11

2. -Provide instruction in skills necessary for effective reading.
3. Provide motivaticin and individualized activities in the reading areag..."

4. Extend and incorporate reading activities into all areas of instruction.
5. Plan cooperatively with other members on the team, house directors

and reading teachers for improved instructional.methods.
6. Guide and work with learning partners and paraprofessionals in the

classroom.

CornmuniCations Teachers

1. *Plan cooperatively with team members; house directors and reading
teachers-for-the total_involvement_oflanguage arts in the content areas.

2. Assistireading.teachers as a resource for'classroorn instruction.\
3. AsSist with diagnesing and assessing difficulties in:_all-language arts

areas.

2 '3
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- G. Librarian

1. Serve as a resource for.teachers forinstruCtional materials and the .

use of the I. M. C. °.,...,,''..
I. a

2. Plan with teachers periodically fdr selection of books and other aids.
3. Work directly with clasa;s or small grouPs of students assisting with

the instruction 6n work study skills. \, ./,'

H. Learning Partners

1. Work under the dire.ction of the claSsroom or supervising. teacher.
2. Serve as tutors foi'' individuals ,or groups. of Students in the Reading

Skills Centers and/br Diagnostic Centers.
3. Assist with record keeping and planning for individual pupils and small

groups.

VII. READING TASK FORCE

, The Reading Task Force wilr be comprised of reading specialists, staff
representatives from each house, the librarian, P. FT.

. and conimunity com-
mittee representatives, and the administrative staff: The Task FOrCe will
function in an advisory and evaluative capatity to the existing reading progrq.ms.
It convenes the first Wednesday of each month..

VIII. EVALUAT'iON

Pupil progress will be evaluated'by the following instruinents:.

A. District-wide aChievernent test (California).

B. Monitoring of classroom activities.

C. Reading inventories administered at the beginning, middle and end of the
year..

D. Ginn 360 end of book evaluation teSts. .

E. Pupil Competency Tests (based on the Pupil Competency Booklet).
P. Teacher observation.

G. Inventories in phonics, stUdy skills, com ensign skills, etc.

H. Student feedback..

2 '4
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Reading skills are frequently broken down into four.general categories:

Comprehension
Word Recognition

Study skills
literature

The following charts indicate at Which levels the various components of each
skill are stressed. The levels indicated correspond to.those in the Reading Guide
titled PUPIL COMPETENCLES.

2 5
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COMPREHENSION SKILLS

/ Pupil Competency ..LeYel Skill lo 11 12 13 14

Definite and indefinite -terms
Quotation marks
Main-Adeas x x x- ,., x x x x r
SUpportincr details x x x x x x

Judwe relevcy . x
x

x _ --x- x
x .A-nticipates and predicts ideas

.CauSe and effect'
Classify_and categorize
Differentiate between fact and

opinion. r,
'Concept- of time and place .

Fi. ratiye language . x x .

Idiomatic expressioris (
Appositional phrases
Summarizing
Identification and solving

of Problems
Relationships between ideas ' , .

Connotations -
Supporting opinions and

generalizations
Drawing conClusiou and

inferenees -ke,
,..7.-Making generalizations - - .... __...

Understanding differentiations
Of meaning.

Ifsing details to .solve problems x
Detecting different viewpoints ' x
Specialized, yocabulary and, concepts x
Abstractions
Story analysis Using character,

.plot, and sub-plot, .

Propaganda
.

SatirearAd irony
.Pronoun reference
Synonyms and antonyms
Author purpose and point of view x
Three parts of an article. ..,

Sentence and paragraph-meaning
Selection-Meanin_. .

Critical evaluation
Integrating reading.with

previOns experience
sing reading for problem solving . -. x x

--Understanding -newspaper... .

Hypothesis and Proof
.. Croing beyond-reading to

1- productive thinking.,

20 1
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WOIID RECOGNITION' SKILLS oeP

Pupil Competency Level Skill 4 5 6 7 8 9 -10 11 12 13 14

Consonants x x

u)

ct

E --=u) >
Q.)

o

Digraphs x x
Blends x x
Diphthongs x x
Shbrt and long vowels x x
Vowel dierraphs x

x
x
xPlurals

Variant endings x x
Syllabic ati on , x x x

(-)wels affected by 1, r_, w x
C (.. mpounds x x
Contraction's
Possessives x
Affixes x x x x

.-4 o
;44---Ig
o E, w ,

u) .410
u) 0 4

..,

3 t,
En 3 a
a)
ct.==o4-'4,
-0 0
E

o

.z z>"E

4, -=

..

Root words .
, x. x

Comparative and superlative x
Schwa-- x
Changing y to i
Variant Spellings x
Varfant pronunciations x
Silent consonants x
Unusual spelling , x
Diacritical marks x
Phonetie reSpelling , x x
-Primary and secondary accent x

Abb-reViatiolfS --:-.---------
Complex polysyllabic words x
Guide words (dictionary)
Synonyms, antonyms, <homonyms x
Structural Analysis x
Word Attack\ Skills

CSSD "Ardokrk out words
cont t,''..Sound,. structure,.
di)(onary. x x x

wation x
Differentiation between brand

.and generic names x

.2 7
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STUDY SKILLS

Pupil .Competency Level Skill 4 5 -6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Parts of 'Joni: and organization x
x x1 'Alphabetizing /

Dic.qionary Lis- re x x x X X x x
Outlinin: ical

- Two: point x
- Three point

Greater detail : x x x x
Noie taking.. x x x x x , x x x
Using reference material x x x x x x x x x
.Maps, charts, and graphs x x x.. x x
Indexing and cthssifying x

x

x

x

x

x x
Following oral and' written

directions
Systematic. study (i. e. SQ3R) x x x x
Using olossary and index, etc. x x
Adjusting reading rate.to .,

purpose .- .
Efficient library skills x x x x x
Readincr for information x
Skimming x
Study type reading x
StUdy type reading.
Summarizing- x-

Predis writing -
Research.paper skills x
Studying for examination x

-Time--budgeting- ,-- -- x
Goal setting for reading

. LITERATURE

PUpil Competebcy Level Skill 4 5 6
, 10. 11 .12 13 14

Following plot
Reality vs. fantasy . x
Listens to and appreciates

multi-etlifilc literature x .
.

Enjoys figurative and idiomatic
language . .

Develops.taste'for varied
literary fOrms x x X

,

Selects books for leasUre x x x x x x x x x
Understands sensory imagery .

Understands author's intery .

2 8
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)MMUNICATIONS -

TH - 8TH GRADES

-)-.:TENT AREAS

LISTENING D KING

a. Convers..,:.
b. Diseussir.
c. Giving In
d. Storytelli
e. Drarnatiz.-.
f. Choral Si
a Followir4z -ections,
h. Giving C:
i. Participa: Ieeting

k. Broadcas: -1.'ophone Techniques

2. WRITTEN MECI:,:).

a. Punctuation.
b. C apitalizat
c. Abbreviatic
d. Posses siv:
e. Tens e
f. Antonyms
g. Homonyn--
h. Synonyms

3. GRAMMAR

a. Noun
b. Pronou
c. Verb
d. Adjecti
e, Adverb
f. Noun Ph
g. Adjectivc Ise
n. Subject
i. Predicate

4. USAGE

5.. WRITTEN MATERIAL

a. Complete Sentences
b. ParagraphIng
c. Outlining
d, Story Writing
e. Writing Procedure
f. Proofreae

2 9
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6. .EXPRESSIO:\:

Writing

: tations
Ftories

cs. nd Records
,.general)

7. V ,RY

.3

.logy

10. . MPI -.TIVE FOREIGN LANGUAGES .

11. 1)(2 G INFORMATION

of. Contents

ary
,

ill-. 'nary
ry Orientation .

Hrence books and EncycloDedias,
apers and Periodicals

12. DT- .7.13r-7-,ETATION OF SYMBOLS

a. Dé' y Decimal System
b. 7\1.;-:7 kills
c. ;\,11-s'and...other Reference Materials

13 :Li1T.-U1i READING
I

"TisA.7iiminating between fact and opinion
-Anal zing propaganda techniques

retihm mood
d.

14. PRCGII ±$_.INTE \HINKING.

a-. Mal .:g Gendfalizations
b. Cause\- and Effect
c. .1.rison 4nd Contrast
d. iogica1 Sequence
e. --AIL: Con' lusions

i n2; Sens ry Images

15. TA "IF -:" RECIATION



WRITTE: EXPRESSIC

' 7PE1ENCIE

5th GRADE VI, 'TT

Gth GRADE T, VII, vEl

7th 1, VIJL IX

8th GRADE - II, D. X

3 1



5TH GRADE

1, LISTENING AND SPEAK.ING

a. Conversing - to sneak clearly and slowly to av..)i: slang

b. Discussing.- to express ideas in a logical man:I-,:7'
c. Giving Information

cl. Story:ening - to report orally to class a3- to ,-;tory

e. Dramatizing - tO participate in one play
f. Choral Speaking ;- to have learned and recited -jir .:ns or &elections

g. Following Oral Directions
h. Giving Oral Reports

i. Participating in a" Meeting - to elect a preside= i E_ Lass
to decide on majc:-7- rIL

-:-to-he-responsivet .ions-of the class

i
k.

_Telephone Conversation - to answer, give or Sftges correctly.

Broadcast and Microphone Technique - to havc-
record
to play

-,7rortunity to
v 0172e and listen

2. WRITTEN MECHAN.ICS

a. (as indicated in "Written EXpression" - ui V, VI, Vtl)
e. Tense

-f. Antonyrns

g. -Homonyms-1

h. Synonyms )

to know the terms and be.able.tc- :d_scrinainate
between each and give an-examt:.:_z

3. GRAMMAR

. a. Noun - to recognize

b. Pr'.:noun - tojecOgnize

c. Verb - to recognize
d. Adjective -..to'recognize

e. .Subjert- to-recognize simple subject
f. Predicate - to recognize simple predicate

USAGE - tO be aware of correct forms of words
to. discriminate between correct .and incorrect ulsage
to begin to correct one's ownMistakes whe-.7 poin-ted out

3 2
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:TEN MATERI..L

mplete Senteic o wr ccimplete senter,.2.e

P.:iragrophing lev g.
Outlining

:

ci. 57.ory Writing to a s. story

riticg Proceiure - e guu "Language Arti-

6. ',A-7 77EN EXPRESSIOY

Letter Writiug - to .:.7.-ite a fiendly- letter

b. Repor:s and Records to .7171the7.7 Laformation and it in an
:112--;.:2pta.o1e form

c. Projects - to be expeL::eci 7.o pr,i±sent two extra foredi7 Trts

d. Poetry - to recognize 2 pcem
to be eXposed:to .17hyntecl and blank verse
to write .a simile
to write a rirT-mell couplet

7. VOCABULARY

5th grade list
prefixes, suffixes included to be used in conjunc-t....:r: sih Latin

8.. SPELLING

Rules - see guide "'Language Arts Instruction"

HAWTRFHNG-

1C). COMP.4iRATIVE REIGN Li-NGUAGE

to -7:e exposed to a wear of Lat:ti instruction
to oe exposed to any other lanzuage that classrooiri ,,acheT ha.3 kmowledirge .7--f

IL., LOCATING INFORMATION

a. Table of Contents)

b. Endex..

c. Glossary
d. Appendix

e. Dictionary to use a dicticraary

rea.L.7.r.d understand how

27



Orienzation :o or.-es_ii._re and bc lavior in the library
7'd catalog:

1),- res rinstble for books
.-re'ace books and 'Li' - to use zhese kinds of books effectively

p.-liers and Per±,....._va read an article and pick out the who,
7-here, why, when, how

I T.T. ..E:T.;..TION- OF S-1T

'7-

C.

=s,ystem

to read rv and understand '---:plication of symbols

READING

a, IlL.cr-irhae between fac H ophnon
b. mood

c. - to read and cts ...1ss the lessons la ighr by myths and
to- explore wit- _..atin teacher

-PP OGRJ.15.zIV T HIN KING

Maktng Generaltzations ;Dick out patterns :-:. 7.: express them
SeEI Cau_se and Effect

r. Ch77;az)logica1 Sequence

ng CcAnelus ion

e Foraung Stnsory

15. T.:ITER%'-'775RE APPREIITICY

28



Fl GRADE

LISTEN:NG AND SPENEc
a., Conversing*

b. Discussinr
-c. Givtng:Informar:

c. 57-orvte1ling - to ,pc c to class a 5- to 10-m-i=te story
Dramatizing - in orne .play

Choral SpeahinE - to e:-:rned and recited five 7oems c,r selections
Followiaz Oral :72drecti'..,:.

Participating in a Meetir_E-
1. Giv:ing Oral Reper...ts

Conve -atior-
k. Broadcast and Mic;roph:ae Technique:5: - to tape,. ;.-,:ocem or short selection

2.. WRITTEN MECHAN IC S

a. -d. (see guide 1,F.vels VI, - "Written Expressioti-)
e. Tense

f. Antonyms,-

g. liomor.w:-.as,+,

h. S7norryras*

. GRAMMAR

a. Noun-

b. Prommu*

C.

d. AsliectivE

e. -Nbun Phra reu.).rth.zze

.Atective:Plaras-e - to reoognt
g Subjezs t*

h. Predfcate*

USAGE*

5. WRITTEN MAME A L

-"safer tu, ah Gre GUide

3 5
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a. Complete elatences
Parazraphin;L: cheek levels guLde

C. 1.)ut1ining

d. Story WriUng

c. Writina Procedure (see guide "Lar_guage Arts Instruction"). Proofreading - to cLlec:. one's own kar mistakes

V:RITTEN EXPRESSION

a. Letter Writing to write..a business letteir
b. Writing Stc ries - tc.' write a three pa:::agrapih story
c. Reports ancl Recr:Tds-

d. Projects
e. Poetry'

7. VOCABULARY

a-. Pr-efixes

b. Stiffi:xes

c. Vocabulary - be-included from all other team teachers

8. SpELLING

Rules - (see p;u-Ae "Langu e ATts trastructi(n")

9. HANDWRITING

(see guide -Language Art'S Instruction.'"),

10; COMPARATITE FOREIGY LAN-GI:AC=

11. LOCATING INFORMATION

a. .Table of Contents.'

b. Index-

c. Glossm7-

d. Appc:

e. Dicti(q1-

1. Library Orientation'
g. Reference bboks and Eneyclopediis'
h. Newspapers .and:riodica1s'''".

*refer tO 5th Grade Guide `'"0



12. 1N7ERPRETATION OF SYMBOLS

a. Dewey Decimal System-

b. Map Skills-
c. Atlas*

13. CEITICAL READING

a. Discriminating between fact and ppinion*

b. Interpreting mood*

14. 13-:10GRESSIVE THINKING

a. Making Generalizations*

L. Seeing Cause and Effect

c., Chronological Sequence

Drawing Conclusion

Forming Sensory Images

-LITERATURE APPRECIA-TION

*refer to 5th Grade Guide
3 7
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1. LISTENING AND SPEAKING

7TH GRADE
-r

a. Con'versing* - to make effective use of body movement and gestures
b. Discussing* - to use more complex and polysyllabic vocabulary
c. Giving Information
d. Storytelling - to report orally to the class a 15-minute story
e. Dramatizing*

f. Choral.Speakine
Following Oral Reportst,

h. Giving Oral Reports

i. Participatinrin a Meeting* - to have minutes and to read at each meeting
j. Telephone Conversation*

2. WRITTEN MECHANICS

a.7d. (as indicated in ."Written Expression" guide levels VII, VIII, IX)
e. Tense

Antonyms*

Homonyms*

Synonyms*

3. GRAMMAR

a. Noun* .

b. Pronoun*

c., Verb*

d. Adjective.*

- e. Adverb - to recognize
f. Noun Phrase*

g. Adjective Phrase
'.h. Subject

i. Predicate

4. USAGE*

to use correctly in all types of communication those points listed,
Refer to guide "Language Arts Instruction."

*refer to 5th or Gth Grade Guide
38
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5. WRITTEN MATERIAL

a. Complete Sentences-
b. Paragraphing)`
c. Outlining )

d. Story Writing* - to develop imaginative stories
to use appropriate vocabulary
to recognize the elements of plot

1. situation.
2. characters
3. logical sequence of events
4. element of surprise
5. conclusion

to write-conversation
e. Writing Procedure - see.guide "Language Arts Instruction"
f. Proofreading*

6. WRITTEN EXPRESSION

a. Letter Writing to write invitations (acceptance, regrets)
to write notesof-thanks, congratuTations; appreciation

b. Writing Stories
r. Reports and Records* - to discriminate between important and

unimportant facts
to differentiate between fact and opinion

d. Projects - to be expected to kesent three extra credit reports
e. Poetry* - to write a quatrain

7. VOCABULARY

a. Prefixes

b. S-Uffixes

c. Etymology

8. SPELLING

Rules - see guide "Language Arts Instruction"

9. HANDWRITING

See guide "Language Arts Instruction"

10. COMPARATIVE 'FOREIGN LANGUAGE

*refer to 5th or, 6th Gi-ade Guide
3 9
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11. LOCATING INFORMATION.

" Table of Contents--

b. Index-

c. c. Glossary*.

d. App endix*

e. Dictionary*

f. Library Ori.2ntatio11*

g. Reference -boks and Encyclopedias*
h. Newspape:rs find Periodicals

i. Bibliography (writing)

12. INTERPRETATION OF SYMBOLS

a. Dewey Dec mpd System*

b. Map Skil1s

c. Atlas*

L3. CRITICAL READING
_ -

a. Discriminating between fact and opinion

b.- Analyzing propaganda

c. Interpreting mood

14., ',PROGRESSIVE THINKING

a. Making Generalizations

b. Seedag cause and Effect

c. Chronological Sequence

d. Drawing Conclusion

e. Forming Sensory Images

15. LITERATURE APPRECIATION

*refer to 5th or 6th Grade. Guide

4 0
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8TH GRADE

. LISTENING AND SPEAKING

a. . Conversing* - to be able to use effectively -tone, pitch, volume for different
speaking situations

Discussing*

c. Giving Information*,

d. Storytelling*

Dramatizing*

f. Choral Speaking - to have learned and reCited Ave or more poems,
or 'selections^

g. Following Oral DireCtions*

h. Giving Oral Reports
i. Participating in a Meeting - to be able to use Parliamentary procedure

cOnducting Meetings
. .

Telephone Conversation*.

2. WRITTEN MEC HANICS

a. -d. -(as'indicated in "Written Expression" guide levels VIII, IX, X)

9. Tense b

f. Antonyms*

g. Homonyms*.

h. Synonyms*

3. GRAMMAR

a. NOlin*

h. Pronoim*

c. Verb*

d. Adjective*

e. .Adverb*

f. Noun-43hrase*

g. Adjective Phrase*
h., Subject*

i. Predicate*

4. USAGE*

*refer to 5th,. 6:th,;or 7th Grade Guide

35
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5. WRITTEN MATERIAL

a. Complete SentenceS*'

b. Paragraphing see' levels guide
c. Outlining

d. Storywriting*
e. \Vriting Procedure - see guide "Language Arts Instruction"
f. Proofreacting*..

(

WRITTEN EXPRESSION..

a. Letter Writing* - to be.able to use clearness, brevity, !courtesy, tact,
sincerity, or cordiality, as the occasiOn demands

3

- . b. Wramg-Stortes-T
c. Reports and Records*

Projects*
-Poetry* -. to be able to recognize and use:e.

personification .

similes
metaphors
alliteration

7. VOCABULARY

a. Prefixes
b. Suffixes

c. Etymology

8. SPELLING
Rules,- see guide "Language Arts InstrUction"

HANDWRITING

See guide - "Language Arts.Instruction'!

10. COMPARATIVE FOREIGN LANGUAGE

11. LOCATING INFORMA-TION

a. Table of Contents*-

,b. Index*

c. Glos sary*

ei. .Appenclix*

*refer to 5th, 3th, or 7th Grade Guide



e. Dietionary*

f. Library Orientation*

g. Rpferenca books andl Encyclopedias*

h. Newspapers and Periodicals
i. BibliOgraphy (writing)

12. ;INTERPRETATION OF SYMBOLS

. Dewey Decimal System*

-b. Map Skills*

c. Atlas*

13; CAITICAL READING

a. Discriminating between fact and opinion

b. Analyzing propaganda

c. Interpreting mood

14. PROGRESSIVE THINKIkG

a. Making Generalizations

b. Seeing Cause and Effect

c. Comparison and Contrast
d. Chronological Sequence

e. Drawing Conclusion

f. Forming Sensory Images

15. LI TER A TU-R E-ARPRECIA TION

wok

*refer to 5th, 6th, or 7th Grade Guide
4.3
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ANDGTH GRADE VOCABULARY CHECK

tot:. active fantaStic
adjusted delicate

-, -Coln ,:)II.s---- ----avenue returned__.---
areL... several unusual
diviCie seek offer
tardy improved separate
prepare dangerous coarse
country sketch . completed
finished vanishing stripes,
release join awkward
desire torture nation
information present device.

, question_ distant reduce
vibrating deed. related
streturth blundering ..,__ recOgnition.
operate knowlethrtz, reasonable
facrozy materia. strange . .

dramatic manufacmire preferable_
graaefaa normal advance
sensible slim pluck

._abs7=7.:1 prompt maintain
riat:...7.,,- slender regulate
mi.::: .., I _n artficial decorated
vi:-,1 deceived cultivation
deFign content original
or -:: >1 m-v valuable agriculture
am., n: possible correct.
dis: .....'.ged peer Meander.
coni -,-.4 various describable
dis , _ :s-hed horror deserted
vie irregular independent
devs: 1 :,. -..-.-nent dismiss humorous
pril--.;- commence ignore

poSition captivity
: sil de insure diAmayed

.f. n.c:: portiOn -,Arrangeinent
7cf...sIarce source supplement
population mineral touch
devise. L practical viciOus
challenged 0 ,. possibility revenue
fraction' . starved . conclusion
explanation imaginatiOn elusive
classify : opporttinity approach .
human solution . timid
desirable civilization .empha'Size

15
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7TH AND 8TH GRADE VOCABULARY.CHECK

,_

abundant resolute. ,
resist

pretended acquire determined
c outage deviated absurd

coinciding -undecided dialogue
regain pit4ul citizen
trace : . 'augmented originate
adequate worth society.....

convention surplus comparison,
s.,

tranFparent competition stipplernent '
conversation diverged .. credit-
compensation ,:. valor hostile
abolish hideotis caution
oppose assess punctual :
dirniaish minimuni enormous
irregular obscure stimate

.

system-at-1c .qheer concurring'
muscular legislate ,..:Iiiiormal
elaborate brawny ,,,,=3.0eItimerta1

. illuthinate fraudulent :antagonistic
deceitful . frivolous' _:___4,,,:ament

civiliz.ation accuracy_ ees
inferior exterior
gL'anee

.
assurance

method .
proclaim :

restriCted astounded '
external innocent
.inhibit 'stunned
legal positive
restore confined
progress tremendous

c.-inspire. aacuse
ourves. .inslruct
extension pliable

. secrecy.. diminish:
interior extract
barren scenic
.retract continent
irrigated anxiety,
plantation ( emission
eliminate application
diagram subscription
acceptance assess,

4 6
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clef:nite
a;re-Edy
aped
persuade
eventually
guiltless
encourage
erosion:\
strife .\
cOnservation
precaution'
stimulate
contribution
spentaneously
media
impractical
coherent
immensely
punctual



EARTH SCIE,NCE (16 wks.)
_

Air is matter

SCIENCE
5TH GRADE

Air pressure

Measuring air pressure

Composition of air

How does moisture get into the air

Oxygen is necessary to. life

Impurities in the air (alution)

T-Tig1

Winds and wind vtenis

Distribution of v :-.7.er on earth--,:resh and salt

Hydrologic Cycle
.ESS 'Ice Cubes; Text -Un:t 3,. Concepts in Sciences Bk. 4 73

UnIt 7, Concepts in Sciences Bk. 4 -p. 319

Water:pressure

Sources.of fresh water on earth

Water treatment

Water distribution,.

Uses of water

Water conservation
ESS:- Kitchen Physics; Text -Unit 3, Concepts. in Sciences Bk. '4 rp. 73

EARTH IN SPACE

Gravity and inertia (force)

*Centrifugal" and centripetal force

Composition of Solar Systeni
ESS -Daytime Astronomy; Test -Unit 4, Concepts in Sciences Bk. 5 -p. 155

*Indicates conCepts for more advanced students

41
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE (8 wks.)

Matter and energy

Levers (how wheels help us), inclined plane, pulleys

Friction (friend and foe)

Machines (simple and complex)
ESS - Structures
ESS- Tangrams

LIFE SCIENCE (16 wk.s..

Wt is a living tEng?

Eow ,do plants and Animal. .riiffnr

rkTinf4s of aninrrTls

iz of alants

How do we benefit fron plants and animals ?

How. -.10 animals move?
Actiw '-y; Behavior of Mealworms

How do plants move?

How do animals get fooc:?

How do animals get.air

How are animals protected?

Animal conservation

Bow do animals begin life?

HOw do rilants begin life?
---^^- .,--

How do plants nourish themselves ?
-

How are plants protected?

Plant conservation

4 8
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6TH GRADE

EARTII SCIECE (12 wks.)

The earth's e ,:st is made of roz,k (igneous, sedimentary, metamorphic)

_R 0-C k S 011 i minetals._

Rocks and minerals are f,dentified by appearan.:e, hardness, and other tests.

Minerals are used as gem stones; many miner IS are used in the home and'
industry.

The earth's surface...is r:jways changing.

Unequal pressures in this earth's crust cause folding and cracking of the earth's
Surface and the pushing up of mountains.

Some islands !and mounTains are formeti 14'

Rocks are worn away-by various agents such as-water, glaciers, winds, plant
and animal life, chemie as., and changes in temperature.

Some mountains result froth the erosion of plateaus.

Rocks and soils are moved by glaciers and left as deposits.

Soils of the world have been built up gradually by the erosion of rocks and decay-
ing materials of plants arid animals. ..

Some soil is washed into :he sea as sediment.

Changes in the earth's crust over millions of years have caused the formation of
coal, oil, natural gas, precious stones, and other-minerals.

Scientists believe the climate of the earth has changedmany times since the first
land niasses appeared.

13y studying,the features of a landscape, a geologist can tell what the
looked like millions of years ago.

lanriseaDe-

A fossil is evidence of a living thing of the Past.

Fossils help scientists to know what ancient animals and plants were like and some-
thing about the history and climate of past ages.-

Scientists believe the climate and surface of the earth have been an influence in the
changes which plants and animals have undergone..

4 9
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE (8 wks..)

Sound (cause Of):
ESS -Whistles and Strings Taxi -unit 1, Concepts in Science, Bk. 4 . 2

How dOes sound travel?

. Musical instruments
ESS Musical Instrument Recipe Book

Human ear

Magnetism:

What do we know about magnets?

What is a magnet?

Kinds of magnets-

TTT Law of magnets

Electricity.creates magnetism
ESS- Batteries and Bulbs- Text-Unit 6, Concepts in Sciencet Bk. 6 -p.-225

Use of magnets

.The earth is a magnet

1_,IFE SCIENCE (20 wkS.,)

Interdependence-of-plants and,animals
ESS-- Pond Water - Tekt -Unit 8, Concepts in Science, Bk. 4 -p. 282
ES$ r Budding Twigs - Text - Unit 6, aConcepts in Science.. Bk. 4 -p. 193.

rnterdependence within species

Interdependence of differing. species

Animal competition

Food chains

Man's place in the web of life.

How do plants and animals depend on man?

5 0
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7TH GRADE

EARTH SCIENCE (14 wKs.)

Meteorology:

Vertical strudture of the,atmosphere

Weather elements

Radiant energy.and air temperature

Air pressure and air motion

I Wind systems

Air masses

Fronts

Storms

. Predicting the weather

Weather _satellites

Oceanognip4:

Relation to other sciences

Tstory of oceanography

Fliirkctions of the obeans

Char cteristics.of oceans and ocean basins

Chernis 7 of sea water \
Movem'ent of ocean water: currents, waves, tides, and economic importance
of oceans

Earth in Space:

Hypothesize on c ation

Age of the earth

How do we locate celestial objects?
ESSF-Where-Ls the oon? - Text, Concepts in Science: ,I3k. 5 -p. 3

51
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Stars, constellations, and galaxies

Astronomy vs. Astrology
ESS-Daytinie Astronomy - Text -Unit 7, Concepts in Science, Bk. 5 -p. 155

I5HYSICAL SCIENCE (6 wks.)

Chemical and physical changes

Elements,

Compounds

Law of conservation of energy

LIFE SCIENCE (20 wks.)

Characteristics of life

How does a microscope help us to study Jiving things?

t.

The cell: unit of structure

Organization of cells

Microscooir rrganisiii6: Algae, bacteria, yeasts, molds, protozoa, viruses

World of plants: survey of the plant kingdom
ESS - Starting from Seeds - Text, Concepts in Sciencej Bk. 6 -p. 152;

Bk. 4 p. 160-163

Life cycle of flowering plants

World of animals: Animals withoUtbackbo s animals with backbories
_

ReproductibliiThe-ieditary materials, chromosomes, DNA, mitosis

5 2
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8TH GRADE

CHEMICAL SCIENCE (20 wks.)

Atomic theory

Properties of matter 7 general -.specific

Review cheniical and physical changes

Elements -the building blocks of matter

Metals and nonmetals

How can elements be arranged in a table?

Compounds and mixtures

Conservation of-our regr_r_za-;es
ESS -Balloons and Gases- Text-Unit 3; Concepts in Sciences Bk. 5 -p. 115

-PHYSICAL serEN C.v., (20 wks.)

Magnetism arid Electricity

Review magnetism.

Behavior of ejectricity

Electrical nature of matter

How do atoms becOme charged?

Static electricity

Insulators and'conductors

Effects of Static electricity

hat inakes-a-current-flow-?

Electricial units

The electric circuit .

Chemical energy is changed to electrical energy

Series and parallel circuits
ESS- Batteries and Bulbs-Text-Unit 6; Concepts in Sciences 13k. 6- p..255

5 3
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Measuring an electric current
\

The electric generator an0 transfornier

Putting electricity to work
Electrical resistance
Heat and light from electricity
How does a radio or television work ?_.

The electric motor

How we use light

, What is light?.
How does light travel.?

ReflectiOn- refraction
What is a prism?'
The spectrum
What is a lens?

-

The human eye

Light can produCe chemical chauges

Photography depends on light
Review photosynthesis

(.4

What is heat?

I.

Sources of heat
\ Expressing heat, temperature and calories
\, Meavring temperature

Expansion and contraction
Heat transfer /

, Heating the earth by radiant energy

Rev 'elv

Introduce Doppler effect

'Review Simple Machines

OverdoMing gravity, and friction

EnergY andwork
omPlec machines

9

I. 6

p ..
How do propeller - driven planes fly?
Jets and rockets

ESS - Batteries .and Bulbs - TextConcepts 'in Science Bk. 6-p. 255

48
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SUPPLEMENTARY

*Environmental Science

To develop an understrlading of the importance cif an adequate supply of clean water.

To develop an understanding of the importance of soil.

To Understand the interrelationships of water, trees and smaller plants, soil,
and wildlife.

To learn the importance of wildlife in our state.

To understand that conservation of mineral resources means man should make
the maximum use of the minerals presentin the earth with complete elimjnation

'of wastein these reSources.

To develop an understanding of the importance of clean air.

*Space exploration

Newton's work

Kepler's Laws

Satellite orbits

prbital velocity

Escape velocity

Rocket engines

Why space travel?

.,-Inne-space,discoveries

Moap probes

Planetary probes

Orbiting observatories

>

*In lieu of life science at the eighth grade leve\l, the above supplementary \units
may be used.



ELEMENTARY SCIENCE STITTlY (E) GRADES 5-8

5th Grade Level Book Reinforceinent 7th Grade Level Book Reinforcement

Animal Activity Starting Prom Seeds . Concepts ,in Science
Book 6 - p. 152
tes - I si ,-Sehavtor-ofnedwornis

Ice Cubes Unit 3 - Concepts in Science
Book 4 - p. 73

Unit 7 - Concepts in Science
Book 6 - p. 319

Where is the Moon?

Tangrams

Concepts in Science
Book 5 -, p. 3

Whistles and Strings i Unit 1 - Concepts iii Science
Book 4 - p. 2

Daytime Astronomy Unit 4 -COncepts in Science
Book 5 - p. 155

6th Grade Level Book Reinforcement 8th Grade Level Book Reinforcement

Structures Balloons and Gases Unit 3 -Concepts in Science
Book 5 - p.115

pond Water Unit 87 Concepts in Science
,

Book 4 - p. 282
Batteries and Bulbs Unit 6 -Concepts in Science

Book 6 - p. 255

Budding Twigs Unit 6 - Concepts in Science
Book 4-- p. 193

Musical Instruments
Recipe Book

Unit 1 -Concepts in Science
BoOk`4 - p. 2

Kitchen PhySics Unit 3 - Concepts in ScienCe
Book 4 - p..73.

Batthries and \Bulbs Unit 6 - Concepts in Science
Book 6 - p. 255

1
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5TH GRADE SCIENCE VOCABULARY

adapt barograph
environment barometer
behavior
evidence
science
interdependence
hypothesis
life cycle
oxygen cycle
pollution
population
probe _

.research
stimulus
substance
concept
communicate
ecologi st
ecosystem
evidence
observe
altimeter
artesian,well
water cycle
water vapor
theory
matter
solid
liquid
gas
plasma
energy
living

cell
bacteria
algae
chlorophyll

'food chain-
fungi
membrane
nitrate
phosphate
plankton
protozoan
spore
yeasts
nimbus
maks

5 8
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cumulus
depth finder
dew point
front
humidity
hygrometer
ionosphere
latitude
longitude
precipitation
prevailinewinds
sextant

---Stivatb"§Phefe
stratus
troposphere
water table
condense
cycle'
evaporate
fact
fertilizer
crust
force
-glacier
mouth
pressure
sediment
Vokano.
weathering
slate
silt
radiosonde
sediments
seismographs (
gravity
conservation
friction
work
space
botanist
machine
vertebrate-
invertebrate
nutrients
cones
protoplasm

-photo synthe s I s



4

6TH GRADE SCIENCE VOCABULARY

geo1ogt rnazma
block magnetic poles
Lrystal silt

pressure
-sedimentary rock glacier
radiosonde soil
quartz rock
fossil mantle rock
mineral marble
erosion metamorphic rock
faulting meteorologist
feldspar mica
folding land moss
pumice nlimate

-.petroleum lodestone.
anthracite pole.
granite magnet
gravitation magnetite
gravity magnetic field
lava vibrating

medium
lignite weather
food chain .

lines of force
interdePendence force

52



7TH GRADE SCIENCE VOCABULARY

absorption organ
assimilation organism
chromosomes protoplasm

circulation roc cr_Isive
cytoplasm
digestion
dominate
egestion
embryo
epidermis
excretion
genes
heredity
hybrid
ingestion
membrane
mutation
nucleus
organ
organism
fungus
reproduction
decay
fermentation
fission
culture medium
carbon dioxide
annual
biennial
cambium
chlorophyll
chloroplast
cotyledon
embryo
fertilization

(3
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reproduction
respiration
sensitivity
stimulus
algae
antibiotic
bacteria
budding
Colony
yeast
virus

_spore _

protozoa°
nitrogen fixing
mold
oxygen
microbe
microscope
pistil
pith
pollination
germination
respiration
root cap
root hair
sepal
spare
stamen
stomata
radicle
transpiration



STH GRADE SCIENCE VOCABULARY

crerminationt, adaptation
liverwort all igator
midrib amphibian
monocotyledon appendage
osmosis aquatic
petal atoll
petiole bivalve
photosynthesis centipede
coral conservation
crocoOile inorganic
crustacean organic
diaphragm parasite
dinosaur protective coloration
environment spider
estivation reptile
fertile sea urchin
gill -secrete--
habitat 0 segment
hibernation skeleton
hookworm specieS
hydra starfish
insect tapeworm
jellyfish trichina
larva univalve
lizard oyster
locomotion mammal
millipede mollusk
mosquito

6 1
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SCIENCE TEACHING UNITS

5th Grade

Earth Science
Space Science
Physical Science
Life-Sc" ence

Gth Grade

Earth Science
Physical Science
Life Science

7th Grade

Earth Science
Space Science
Physical Science
Life Science

8th Grade

Chemical Science
Physical Science

6 2
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5TH GRADE

1. EARTH SCIENCE

a. There are many different types of environment
b. 'Living and non-living things
c. Definition of matter
d. Air is matter

-Gomposn-of-air
f. Oxygen is necessary to life
g.- Air pressure
h. -Areasuring air pressure

Air preasure and predicting weather
j. Wind as moving air
k. Impurities in the air
I. Distribution of water-fresh, salt
m. Nothing is lost-hydrologic cycle
n. Measuring water pressure
o. Source of fresh water
p. Water treatment

___q.--Water_ distribution
r. Water table
s. Water conservation

2. SPACE SCIENCE

a. Where is space?
Wilat is space ?

c. Centrifugal and centripetal force
d. Gravity and inertia
e. Objects in space

3. PHYSICAL -SCIENCE

a. Matter and Energy
b. Forms of maWer - Torms of energy
c. Energy transfer - Uses
d. Machines - Simple, Complex
e. Friction

4. LIFE SCIENCE

a. What is a living thing?
b. How do plants and animals differ ?
c. Different ,kinds of plants and animals
d; How are plants and animals alike?
e. Ecology
f. How are riving things dependent upon one another?
g. Plant and animal communities
h. How do living things adapt to changes in their environment?

6 3
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6TH GRADE

1. (-EARTH SCIENCE

a.. How do scientists think the earth formed?
b. Early theories (hypotheses)
c. Present-day ideas
d. What causes the earth to change?
e. Surface variations
1. Evidences of changes
g. Development-Of living things ----(Typ-es- and Locations)
h. Geologic eras

2. PHYSICAL SCIENCE

a. Sound

(1.) hat is ..,ound?
(2.) Properties of sound
(3.) Effects .of sound
(4.) How does sound travel?

---(5-0'What-are-sorne--sources -of- sound ?- -(Musical instruments) _

(6.) Human ear (What is the ear? W at are the structures within the ear ?
How do these structures enable us o hear?)

b. Magnetism

What-is a magnet?
Kinds of magnets-
Law of magnets
Magnetic fio11,
F.iectrici magnetism
Uses of 1.2.agnets
The earthls a magnet
What do .we 1mow ign.ets

3. T,IFE SCILNCE

a. Living things adapt to changes in the environment .

b. Ecological relationships exist between living organisms and their natural
environments

.e; A-communiincludes-a-variety_a_plants and..aaimnls.
, one Pnothe r

d. 'Each living thing (organisth) gets its living from its community
e. .Fo.od chains and food webs

6 4
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7TH GRADE

I.. EARTH SCIENCE

a, The importance of studying our enviromnent
b. Why study the earth?
c. Why study space?
d. Why study the earth and space together?

_e . S .n. s ace?
f. Fields Of study in the earth and space sciences
g. Composition of the atmosphere
h. What is weather?
i. How can weather be observed and described?
j. How is weather forecast? ,

k. What weather research is being done?

*Review the origin and structure of the earth.
*Project Mohole

2. SPACE SCIENCE
i

a. Origin of the solar system (theories) (hypotheses)
b. Acceptance of theories (Condensing-cloud theories)
c. "Invisible" objects in space.
d. The sun and its p-anets

Our planet earth
The earth rotates its a"ds*

g. The earth reW, o.round the sun
11. The moVons of the earth are the basis of time
i. The earth's satellite: The Moon
j. Stars - Constellations
k. Exploring Space
1. How do nstror';.m, ,;onthtet arc

*(1\lodern Theory)
*Parallels of latitude )

Meridians of longitude) Conjunction with Social Studies

m. What instruments are used,in space research?
n. Sounding Rockets
o. -Man-made-satellites
p. Problems of space flight
q. What has man learned about space?
r:. How has, space research helpPd man?
s. Applications in communications
t. Applications in meteorology

PHYSICAL SCIENCE

a. What is physical science?
b. Review,matter
c. Review energy

6 5
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7TH GRADE (Continued)

d. Review sound
e. How to distinguish between matter and energy?
1. Energy can change matter
g. Tools used in physical science

4. LIFE SCIENCE

a. T le life functi
b. The cell
c. Organization of cells
d. Microscopic organisms
e. Plant kingdom
f. Life cycle of the flowering plant
g. Vertebrates
h. Invertebrates

t



7 8TH GRADE

1.. C HEMIC AL SC IENC E

a. Properties of matter (general)
b. Special properties of matter
c. CharkKess: matter
d. What chemistry?
e. The chemical elements
f. .Atoms
g. -.Mok-cule-s compounds-and-mi-xr
h. Heat

2. PHYSICAL SCIECE
a. Sources of heat
b. Heat and molecular motion
c. Measuring heat
d. Transferring heat
e. Using heat
f. Controlling heat
Light

1

a. Sources of light
b. Transmission of light
c. Reflection and refraction
d. Light and vision
e. Radiations
Sound

a. Properties of sound
b. Voice_ and ear

*c. Making and using sound
d. Controlling sound
*Doppler Effect

Magnetism and Mectri,city
a. Magnetism .

b. Static Electricity
c. Current Electricity
Atomic Energy

_

a: Radioactivity
b. Nuclear Energy
c. Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy
Work and Machines

a. Energy and Work
b. Simple Machines
c. Complex Machines

4

1
For additional information, see Science and Bibliograp, y (Addition), The School

District of Philadelphia, Office of Curriculum and Instruction, SCience Education

S
.Division, 1973
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MATHEMATICS

COMPONENTS OF A GOOD MATHEMATICS LESSON

I. Drill

A. Number Facts
B. Processes

e son

A. Review and/or Motivation
B. Presentation of new material
C.. Practice

HI. Game, Enrichment, Evaluation

A. Drill with game approach
B. Puzzlgs using concepts that have been taught
C. Supplementary methods of performing operations
D. Discussion of day's work and a forward look

61
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VOCABULARY - TO BE USED IN LEVELS TESTS

LEVEL X

dry 1.as mathematical ray
associative end measurement . read
'award equation mOther region
beans expanded I no sell

.bill fractional notation Sister
both ,. her numeration/ .,Sit-tip .

book S iriLutity . October sold-
bought if . Pennies _system
came., illUstrate platter team
car.' improve possible. test
century ...improy_ement_______probhni
chart jelly proper . toy
common ° keep 0 properties . track
cbminutative kept pull-up ,.. weight
decimal label , push-up who

.. denominate leap year \question win
distributive liquid rational

among
arts
attendance
boy
bus
card
class
club
craft
dates
December
degrees
diameter
different

LEVEL XI

dropped match
equally Monday
equilateral normal
false November
fun picture
geometric present
gift radius
given record
greatest room
highest same
indoor, saved
isosceles score
kindergarten 4 seventy
lowest

62
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share
sharpened
square
stop
three
Thursday
total
town
Tuesday
two
units
Wednesday
word



average far
can (container) figure
chair / from
complete ' gained
cone informatiOn
cube. . juice :

. cylinder mile .

does Menday
dull . . name
Egyptian nearest
equivalent need .!

-.. eve-ry next

LEVEL XII

now
nurse
o:ange"
package .
perimeter
poured

. pyramid
reweighed
Roman

-.round off
Saturday
school

LEVEL XIV

acute compass improve
angle construct intersecting
base factor loves
bike farther legs
bisect- . fell lowest terms
body flew midget
both fly miles per hour
Boy Scout form morning
camp fame obtuse
closer hiked parallel

LEVEL XV

at bat
boiling
broken
.calculating
canier
centigrade
coldest
contain-
cover
customer
describe

_ __enough
Fahrenheit

.'seat
SepteMber

i Where
store
ten/
tenth
together
travel
Walked

- W/anted
/weighs--

plane (air)
planes (figures)
rain
rainfall
rest
ride
right (angle)
rode
straightedge
trip

fathom 1, . Miami preparing ..,freezing my prism
gas (gasoli le) necessary i quarters (coins)
grade negative ratio
hits ._ newspaper / represent
hexagon . nickels - / scale
kilogram octagon I separate

-- kilometer ,. paint I short
left over pentagon f square feet
liter .people I study
marke,d . Philadelphia warmest
median pictograph
meter positive :

7 0
,
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j LEVEL XVI

-all
Arabic
billion
bis3ctor
bucket

family
fainous
favorite
fence
food

method
million
museum
parking
pave

service
snow
sports.
state
such

budget fUll percent sunimer
carved k.,- health per month swim
clothing history perpendicular tennis
concrete income play ten 'thousand
congruerit inequalities playground TV
cornerstone lawn pretzel

,,.

value
cross product layers prize volume
cubic units -. lime removal won
earns listed rent
expenses load season

LEVEL XVII
,

aii space earth, proportiOns sundae
approkimate estimated recorded tablet8 (paper)
broken line ekponent rolls tank (fish) ,

circular fare rug taxes
deducted federal salary vertical
delivered fish shelves i wall
door home sofa way
driver living room speed wing.
during monument

-\
storm Withheld

._

VEL XVIII

allowance data mode simplest
amount deposit -' ordered pairs size.
around dimensions portable source
bank errands.: primary supplementary
calendar ' grass rocket trace
cutting mistake running zipper

ru
J
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5TH GRADE

'LEVEL 10

UNDERSTANDING AND NAMING THE PROPERTIES OF THE OPERATIONS

A. ADDITiON

---Beha-vioral...ObjectiveS:
_

1. To identify the commutative, associatiVe and zero proP-erties--of---------
addition .

2. To use the properties of addition
3. To add- multiples of 10,100, and 1,000..

REVIEW AND STRENGTHEN NUMBER FACTS

Behavioral Objectives:

.1. Finding sums of many addends
2; To add columbs of singie digit nuMbers

C. ADDITION WITH AND WITHOUT REGROUPING

Behavioral Objectives:

1. To add using the short form and more than One grouping
2. To add using money notation
3. To write expanded numerals for standard numerals and vice versa
4. To round numbers to the nearest hundred and thousand
5. To complete equations, open sentences, and tables

SUBTRACTION CONCEPTS

Behavioral Objectives:

1. To recognize addition and subtraction as opposite.operatioris
To recognize when there is no whole number answer fOr subtraction
To recognize subtraction as finding a missing addend

E. SUBTRACTION WITHOUT AND WITH REGROUPING

Behavioral Objectives:

1. To subtract using the short form where one Tenaming is necessary
2. To subtract using the short form with more then one renaming
3. To subtract with two numbers less than 1,000 regrouping twice
4. To subtract thousands with or without regrouping
5. To subtract using zeroes in the larger number
6 To subtract regrouping as many times as necessary
7. To round numbers to the nearest tens (hundreds) in order to estimate

a sum or difference

65
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8. The student can rOund monetary amounts to the nearest 10 ($1.'00)
in order to estimate a sum

9. To make list of change for amounts up to $20

F. PROPERTIES UNDER MULTIPLICATION

Behavioral Objectives:

1. To identify and use the commutative and associative properties of
multiplication and the properties of one and zero

2. To use the associative and commutative properties to find products
--in-tens-,---hundrads_and thousands

3. To use the distributive property to soil-reproblems-or-equations
4. To use the distributive property to find the products

G. MULTIPLICATION (WITHOUT AND WITH REGROUPING)

Behavioral Objectives:

1. To multiply 2 and 3 digit numerals by a 1 digit numeral using the
short form

2. Review expanded forth to aid in understanding
3. .To multiply factors.to ten thousands by a 1 digit numeral using the

short form
4. To multiply,two numbers less than 1,000
5. To multiply two numbers less than 100 with regrouping
6. To multiply numbers with both factors greater than 10 uSing the

short form
7. To multiply using monetary notation
8. To multiply a number expressing a monetary amount less than ten

dollars by a whole number less than 10
9. To relate diyision t9 the concept of repeated subtractieh,qf the same

addend

11; DIVISION CONCEPTS

Behavioral 'Objectives:

1. Students can recognize that rniltiplication and division.are related-
opposite operations

2. Students complete a division within the basic facts
3. A student can use the relationship between multiplication and division

to divide by a mtiktiple of 10
4. To use the terms dividend and divisor
5. The student can.relate division to the concept of repeated sUbtraction

of the same addend

I. DIVISION (WITHOUT REMAINDER AND WITH REMAINDER)

Behavioral Objectives:

1. To divide using the three_steps division *108-109
2. To divide-using a multiple of 10 as the first estimate
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3. To divide obtaining a remainder greater than zero
4. To Civide using, a multiple of 100 as the first estimate
5. To check a division with a remainder
6. To divide using a short form with a 2-digit quotient
7. To divide.using the short form with quotients. of 3 or more digits
8. To divide using the short forM when a zero occurs in the quotient
9.. To divide when the divisor is.a multiple of 10

.10. To recognize that in divisiondividing the dividend and divisor by the
same number does not affect the quotient

11. To use this principle:in estimating to complete divisions
12. To div-ide using money notation

MATHEMATICAL SENTENCES

Behavioral Objectives:

1. To identifynumber sentences as equalities or as inequalities
2. To identifY an equality as true or false
0 To solve equalities
4. To determine when one number is greater or smaller than another
5. To knowthe symbols used to indicate greater than or less than

K. PROBLEM SOLVING

.Behavi oral- Objectives:

To understana the situation
2. To identify the problem situation
3.. To select the necessary facts'
4. .To recornize the operation for LISQ
5. To write ie Mathematical sentence
6.. To estimate the answer
7. To solve the mathematical sentence
8. To 'check the results
.9. To label the answer

UNDERSTANDrNa -TRACTIONAL PARTS OF A REGIO

aehavieral Objectives:,

1. To identify th.7 numerator and denominator of a fraction
2. To find.a fraction to represent the,length of a: segment, an area of a

region, volume of a space, .or.part 'of a set
3.: Student can associat a.fraction with part of a-set in comparison with

the whole set
4. Student can associate a fraction with a region that has been partly

shaded
5. To identify equivalent fractions when regions are used to picture each

fraction -

6. To add two fractional .numbers with like denominatOrs when region§
are used tO picture each fraction
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7. To list a set of equivalent fractional numerals for any fraction
8. To use cross product check tO determine whether or not two fractional

numerals are equivalent

III. RENAMING MEASURES IN ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

Behavioral Objectives:

1. To add units of measure with.renaming
2. To subtract units of measure with'renaming
3., To recognize relationships between miles, yards,
4. To convert to yards, feet, and inches
5. To add and subtract lengths in feet and inches
G. To recognize relationships between Cups, quarts, and_gallons
7. To convert among liquid measures .

8. To recognize relationshipa between ounces, pounds and tons
9. To convert.ounces to pounds and pounds to tons

10. To add and subtract pounds and ounces

feet,and inches.

TV. INTERPRETING CHARTS WITH TWO SETS OF DATA (5) 627-628

Behavioral Objectives:

1. Child will be able to wbrk with comparative data
2. Child can use newspapers and almanacs as sources of 'data from

charts and tabl3s

7 5
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LEVEL 11

I. ANALYZING FIVE-PLACE NUMBERS BY EXPANDED NOTATION

Behavioral Objectives:

1.. To discover the total value of a numeral written in the 10,000's .
position

2. To develop the reading and writing..of fiya-placenumerals with ease
3. To'write a numeral using an expanded numeral and a standard numeral
4. To be able to°expand five-place numerals three ways

II. UNDERSTANDING IMPROPER FRACTIONS

-Behavioral_Objectives-:

1. To.write a fraction for a number greater than one (which is pot a
whole number) as a mixed numeral

2. To .rename whole numbers as fractions
3. To write a mixed numeral..in fraction form
4. To change .a fraction greater than 1 to a mixed numeral
5. To add fractions whose sum is greater than 1
6. To rename a sum as a Mixed numeral and simplify
7. TO use the commutative and associative Property to *Solve equations

. with frac;.ons
8. To add mixed,numeral fractions and simplify (sums less.than 1)
9. To add mixed numeral fractions sums greater than 1)

10. To subtract mixed numeral fractions, no regrouping
11. To rename a whole number as a mixed numeral
12. To rename a mixed numeral
13. To subtract mixed numeral fractionis with regrouping
14. To subtract mixed numeral fractions with renaming twice

III. READ AND CONSTRUCT TIMETABLES (4) 582-584

Behavioral Objectives:

1, TO read and construct timetables
2. To determine:time by "moVing up the clock" rather than adding

denominate 'numbers
3. To record weeks and-months in making a calendar
4. To record significant days on calendar
5. To solve problems involving tithe charts
6. To read and record dates numerically, such as 6-14-68
7. To use the Fahrenheit scale in usinga thermometer
8. To read thermometers of different sizes

7 6
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IV. ESTIMATING AND USING COMMON MEASURES (4) 567-569

0

Behavioral Objectives:

1. To. estim'ate linear measure ustag judgement devices' (thumb, hand,
span, pencils, handy objects and unit segments)

2.----To.l'eeognize a diagonal -of a four-sided figure
3. To identify charaCteristics-of parallelograms, rectangles and squares
4. To draw a circle and describe some of its featiifeS----
5. To use a geoboard to represent geometric figures
6. To name and measure diagonals of a parallelogram
7. To recognize a circle, its radius, chord, and diameter
8. To- find lengths of a radius and diatheter
9. To identify slides and tUrns

10. To recognize a flip
11. ToLidentify_one or more lines_a_symmetry.
12: To YecOgnize symmetric figures
13. To recognize coligruent figures.-

a
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LEVEL'12

I. COMPARING OTHER SYSTEMS OF NUMERATION TO THE DECIMAL SYSTEM

Behavioral Objectives:

1. To write Our numerals for Egyptian nUmerals
2. To write Egyptain numerals for cnr numerals
3. To write our numerals for.Roinan numerals
4. _To write.Roman numerals for oUr numerals.

II. MULTIPLYING TWO PLACE BY TWO PLACE NUMBERS .

Behav,ioral Objectives:

1. To multiply two nunibers less than 1;00.00
2. To multiplyitwo nunJoers less than 100 with regroUping
3. To multiply two nuinbers less thab 100 ..
4. To solve word problefns requiring multiplication
5. To estimateproducts by rounding both factors and multiplying _

III. APPLYING AVERAGES

Behavioral Objectives:

1. To recall the meaning of an average
2. To compix.',e the average of a set of nuMbers
3 To solve'problems involving averages

'IV. RENAMING AND ORDERING FRACTION'S AND DECIMAL FRACTIONS

Behavioral Objectives:

1. To rename with decimals fractional numerals whose denominators are
not 10, 100,' or 1, 000

2. To write fractions indecimal form (tenthe hundredths, thousandths)
3 To read decimals
4. To write decimals in expanded forth
5. To write decimals in fraction font
6. To write equivalent decimal; Yot- tsmtns, hundredths, and thousandths
7. To compare decimals, usine> , < , or =
8. To add and subtract decimals express;ng tenths, hundredths, and

thousandths
9. To solve problems involving declmals

10. ,To subtract tenths, hundredths, 'and thousandths with differences
less than 1

H. To find differences between decimals with and without renaming

78
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v. RECOGNIZING SOLID GEOMETRIC FIGURES: USING TOOLS_OFIGEOMETRY

Behavioral objectives:

1. To recognize figures and their parts
2. To identify physical objects as solids
3. To recongize cylinders, spheres, cubes, cones, and rectangular

prisms
\, 4. To find the volume of a rectangular prism by counting

To finc the:volume of a rectangular prism, using a formula
6. To idei tify some of the properties of a sphere
7. To be 4ble to make models of cylinders and cones and identify some

of the characteristics of each
8. To be "a le t6make_models of rectangular prisms and cubes
9. The -stuT1ént can determine the number of cubic units that will fit in

a rectai,gular prism
--cTo use the cubic Centinietei, cubic inch, and cubic yard -as-UnitS of

volume j

7 2
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LEvEL 13

I. UNDERSTAND1T7G7ACTORS, PRIME AND COMPOSITE

Behavioral Objectives: I

.. 1; To determine the priine nuinbers less-than 25. . if
2. To determine the prithe factorization of a number by using a factor

tree
I, I

1!.
3. To determine the common kictors of two given whole numbers

1-

--I. To make the set of multiples for a given Whole number .

5. To determine the ComMon Multiples and the least common multiple
for a given pair of nunibers \

- 6. To complete a math lab involving a factor game
`7. To find all the factors Of any \ number less than 50
8. To determine-Whether a given number is 'prime or composite
9. To use, a factor tree to` find the prime factorization' of a number

e10. To find comMen multiples of two nunibers
11. To find the least commdn Multiple of three numbers

1N.
i

1

1

i

II:" -ADDING AND SUBaTIACTING PI\'*143LACE NUMBERS
,

Behavioral ObjectiVes:

1. ! To rd largernuMbers u'Sing the short form with more than one
7

re-
,

1 ';-...euping
\. .2. To subtract larger numbers-using the short form with more than one
.1renaming

, i ,
3. To subtracf-tising zeroed un the larger number

iy 4. . To estimate sUms and differences by rounding
k

,

t
i 1 H i .

Irf. CHANGING EQUIVALENT FRAIONS TO HIGHER AND LOWER TERMS

Behavioral Objectives:
1I1 . . . .1. To find an equivalent fractional numeral fOr a ,given fraction'

2.. Tolist a set of equivalent fractional numerals for any fraction ,

3. To find ail equfvalent fractional numeral' with a specific numerator
1or denominator 1 .

, .

To use-the cross.prodUct check to deterrnine whether or not two
fractional nuMerals alle eqUivalent ,

5. To determine whether 'or nOt a glyen fracqonal numeral is 'in its'
Simplest forth . , i : . I

6.- To firid-theiSimblest form .of anS/fraction
I7. TO identify and'write,different nameS for afractional number when

1 ithe fractIonal number0 are represented by-regions ! .
8. To rename fractional linuMiciers-bY Multiplying the numerAor and the.'

_ qdenominator by the same zero. number
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IV. CALCULATING AREA AND PERI1);IETER Or REGIONS

Behavioral Objectives.:

1. To deterthine the perimeter of a p lygon
2, ' To determine the area of a rectan le by counting square units
3. TO determine the area of a rectangular region by multiplying the

number of units in its length by/t/he number,of units in its width
4. To use a formula to computtlie .area of a rectangle
5. To solve problems with the Square:inch, the square foot,, and the

square yard
6. To sOve problems relating to the concept. of area
7. To apply the idea of area to triangular and para.-parallelogram regi .a

8. To use the formula to find the. perimeter of a rectangle and a squar
9. To draw a diagonal in a rectangle or sauare to form right triangle

_10. To find the area of a right triangle as half the area' of a-rectangle'

V. EXAMINING THE PROPERTIES OF'POINTS, LINES AND PLANES

Behavioral Objectives:.11

..... , -_-
1. To identify parallel and intersecting lines

.

2. Given' the names or figures for point, line, segrnent, 'and ray, the
child 'will be able to identify the figures and use syMbols to label them

3. Given:two segments, the child will be able to deterinine whether or not
they are congrtient .,

4. GiVenra segment to measure, the child will be able to select, a unii and
use itito measure,the segment

I- \5. To recognize that a Point is represented by a dot and la eled with a
I

6. To recognize that a line is unending and labeled by AI

B
7. To recognize that two different line segments cannot\ in ersect in more

than one point
.r'8. To be able to identify angles and rays ?

I

9. To label and name an angle
10. To be able to recognize a right angle I.

capital letter
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'LEVEL 14

INTRODUCING BASE '5 SYST.EM OF NUMERATION

Behavioral. Objectives:

1., To give the value bf a base five numeral
2. To write_n base five numeral for A given set
3. To identify the value of a 3- or 4-digit base five numeral.by writitig

an expanded numeral
4. To write 3-digitbase five .numerals for given sets
5, To rename base fi've numerals as base ten numerals

IL .UNDERSTANDING POSITIVE'AND NEGATIVE NUMBERS

Behavioral.Objectives':

1. TO read.and write positive and negative integers
2. .To give the opposite of an integer
3. To use in everyday situations

0,

0
III. DIVIDING BY TWO i3LACE NUM11ERS

Behavioral Objectiveji:

.. 1. Given division prOblems; involving 2-digit divisors and quotients,
fi&i the quotients \by .estimating and usingithe long method

. .

2. Giyen division prI9blems; involving 2-digit/divisors and quotients,
find the quotient by estimating and using fa shortcut method'

3. To divide using the short form with 3-digit qUotients and remainders
4. To divide by a 2-digitclivisor with zeroes in 'the quotient ..

( To divide using money notation ,

I

TV. ADDING AND SUBTRACTING iRACTIONS'WITH COMMON DENOMINATORS
I

1Behavioral ObjectiVes: \

1N,To-,p.dd and SUbtractlwith fractions having cdmmon denominatorss

.. 2. TO hdd and subtract \fractional numbers with like denominators and to
write the resUlting sum or difference in siinplest form

3. To solve word problems involving the addition and subtraction of
, .

- fractional numbersjess than 1- s
\

,

e
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V. RECOGNIZING, .MEASURING AND CONSTRUCTING PLANE ANGLES

.

Behavioral Objectives:

1. _To name angles by ,z..Ing standard angle notation
2. Given two angles, the child will be able to determine whether or not

they are congruent
3. Given an angle and a unit angle, measure the angle in terms of the

unit angle
4. Given two angles, determine whether or not they are congruent
5. Given an angle unit and suitable materials, make and lase a protractor
6. Given a triangle, identify it as isosceles, equilateral, calene, or

right
7. Given tangrarn pieces, use them to form polygonal shapes

8 3
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LEVEL .15

I. USINGONE PLACE DIVISOR FOR.SHORT DIVISION\

Behavioral Objectives:

1. To\divide using a .short-cut form with a 2-digit quotient-
2. To divide using the short form with 3 Or more, digits
3. To divide-using short form when Zero occurs in the quotient
4. To divide when the dividend represent§ a monetar-y-samount\

II. ADDING AND SUBTRACTING FRACTIONS WITH UNLIKE DENOMINATORS;
MUOIPLYING ML\ED FRACTIONS

Behavioral Objectives:

1. To determine a common denorninator
2. To use the concept of common-denominators in comparing two fractional

numbers to determine which Is greater (or lesser)
3. To find the least common denominator for a pair oLfractions
4. To addfractional numbers with unlike denominators
5. To add or Subtract fractional nuMbers with a sum less' than one where

\--one-fractional_number needs renaming
6. To add or subtract two unit fractional numbers with a s'um leSs than .

one where Loth fractional numbers rieed renarririg
7. To analyze and solve simple verbal;problems wolving addition-and

sUbtraction of fractional numbers :r

8. To add or subtract fractional numbers with sums.less than one where
both fractional numbers need renaMing

9. To renameia sum greater than one as a mixed numeral
10. TO rename answers to addition and subtraction exercises \in simplest

form
. ,

11. To add and subtract witkimixed numerals by finding a coMmon
denOminator

12. To add and subtract with pairs pf Mixed numerals and simplify the
fractional part of the answer

13. To multiply any whole number by a fraction
14. To .multiply a. fraction by a whole number arid simplify
15.. To solve mini Problems
16 To identify examples of the associative and commutative properties

and the prc,rty of one
17. To use the sciimmutative and associative properties to solvelequations

by inspection
18. To multiply a fractional number anda whole number with a whole

number product using set illustrations to assist him
19. To multi'ply a fradtional 'number less than one and a whole nicirriber

III. .EXPRESSING RA1I'I0S AS FRACTIONS

Behavioral Objectivs:

1. To write a-ratio in'fraction form
2, To-write a fraction in. ratio fc,,.'m

/,

77'
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3. To find one or more ratios equivalent to a given ratio
4. To find an equivalent ratio in which one term is already specified
5. To write a short story to fit a given ratio, picture, or number sequence
6. Given a pair i)f numbers, write a ratio to compare one of the numbers

to the other
7. Given a map with a fractional scale, find distances between specified

points ola the map

IV. INVESTIGATING METRIC MEASURES

Behavioral ObjectiveS:

1. To use a variety of nonstandard units to measure length
2. To use a standard unit (cm) to measure the length of an object to the

nearest unit
3. To use standard units (cm andlifches) to.measure the length of an

object; the student will recognize that when measuring an object, the
longer the unit used, the smaller the number in-yneasurement; the
student will'be able to use'the relation that 1 inch Is aboUt 2 1/2 cm
length

4. To ta.<e a standard unit (cm) to measure the length of an object, to the
nearest -unit

5. To dray(' line segments of a length given in centimeters and decim eters
6. To use a standard unit (cm) to measure the length of an object, to

the nearest unit. The student will be able 'to draw objects of a length
given in centimeters.

7. To change a given measure to an equivalent one using centimeters,
and decimeters

8. To draw line segments of a length given in centimeters
9. To UF9 a standard unit (cm) tor measure the length of an object to -the

near, st unit
10. To draw a line segment of_a given length
11. To change a given measure to an equivalent one using centimeters,

decimeterS, and meters
12. To change a given rileasure to an equivalent one using centimeter's

decirneters, and meters. Student will be able to conipare Measures
given in inches, feet, and meters.

13. To measure line segments to the nearest 5 equivalent one using milli-
meters and cptimeters. Student will be able to draw objects of a
length given in millimeters. and centimeters.

14. To change a given measure to an equivalent one in millimeters;
centimeters, decimeters, and meters, using decimal§

\T. UNDERSTANDING MEDIAN

Behavioral Objectives:

1. To rank measures from lowest to highest
2. To count up to.the middle'measure
3. To 'select the element just above the middle
4. To find.the, "two middle elements"
5. To find the. "mean"
6. To determine-the difference between--"mean" and "median"

7.8
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6TH GRADE

LEVELS 16, 17, AND 18

ALL PAGES LISTED, UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED, ARE FROM SCHOOL DISTRICT
OF PHILADELPHIA INTERMEDIATE- MATHEMATICS GUIDE, LEVELS X-XVIII

A. NUM ERA TION

1. Review number/nurneral concept, Modern Math p. 30
2. Decimal system of.numeration, Modern Maths pp. 30-31

a. DeVelop understanding of number beyond 6 places, P. 31-b.'
Reading and writing numerals beyond 6 places, pp. 31-37

c. Powers of numbers - exponents

3. Other Systems of Numeration
a. Roman numeral - extend to MM, pp. 37-39-,

Modein Math Grade 5, part 1, p. 28
b. Bas^ Quinarysystem,

a Maths Grade 5, .part 1, pp. 29-30
c. BaSe 2 Binary system,. pp. 42-48,

2-3 weeks

B. WHOLE NUMBERS 6-8 weeks

1. Review and Strengthen Number Facts
2. Addition

a. Review properties
.(1) Commutative, p. 223, Modern Math, Grade 5, part 1, p.9
(2) Associative, p. 224, Modern Maths Grade 5, part 1, p. 9
(3) Identify elements, p. 224

b. Maintain computational Skills, pp, 224-225
c. Extending rounding off numbers, pp. 226

3. Subtraction

a. Review subtraction concepts,. p. 226
b. Maintain computation skills, p. 226

_Use:expanded notation to.analyze operion, pp, 161-162
LeVel XIII, Modern Math p. 20

4. Multiplication

a. Review properties of multiplication p. 226, pp. 16 .-
Modern Maths P. 21
Multiplicatiorl by thrree place numbers, pp. 171-172

.c.. Lattice mult ..-;fition; pp. 229-232,
Modern Maths Grade 5, par& 2, Pp. 9-10
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5. Factors and Primes
a. Develop vocabulary of factor and product, product expression,

pP. 172-174
b. Eratosthenes Sieve, pp. 174-476
c. Factoring factorization, pp. 176-180
d. Fundamental theorem of arithmetic, p. 180
e. Common factors., pp. 181-182
f. Greatest cornmon factor Of two numbers, p. 183
rr Least common multiple of tv.o =lumbers, p. 183, Modern Math,

Grade 5, part 2, p. 12

G. Division

a. Review- and extend understanding of concepts, pp. 185-187,
Modern Matht 23

b. Division as finding the 'missing factor, p. 188_
c. Division by 2-place dHsor.s, pp. 190-200, Modern Math,

Grade 5, part 2, p. 5
d. Short division form, pp. 201-202

7. Positive and Negative Integers
a. Relate to se't, of whole numbers, pp. 202-204
b. Functional application, pp. 294-205
c. Symbols, pp. 205-206
d. Order relations, pp.. 206-209

8. Mathematical Sentences.

a. Review symbols, pp. 209-210
b. Literal numbers, pp. .210-211
c. Review and exte5id, pp. 212-215

9. Problem Solving

a. The problem: to understand the situation, pp. 215-216,
Mddern Math Grade 5, part, p. 4

b. The ability to identify problem questions, pp. 216-220

. THE 'RATIONAL NUMBER SYSTEM-'- FRACTIONAL NUMBERS 6-8 Weeks

1. Common Fractions
a. Review underStandings of previous year, pp. 438-442,

Modern Math, Grade .5, part 2, p 13
b. Equivalent fractions, pp. 442-446,. Modern Math, pp: 15-.16
c. Equivalence and order, relations, -.pp. 4467453.
d. Addition, pp, 458, Mode.cn Math, p. 20
e: SubtractiOn, p. 458, MOdern Math, p. 21
f. Multiplication, pp. 458-470, Modern. Math,. p 29
g. Division, pp.:471-479, Modern Mati p. 30
h. Properties", pp. 383-389
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2. Dechnal Fractions
a. Extension of place value to include thonsandths, pp. 394-400
b. Review concept of decimal fraction. as another name for fractional

number, pp. 400-408
c. Order relations and equiyalence, p. 408
d. Reading and writing deCimal fractions to thousandths, p. 409
e. Addition.of tenths, hundredths., pp. 410-419
f. Subtraction of tenths, hundredths,' pp. 420-425
g. Decimal fractions and U. S. money, pp. 426-429

3. Ratio

a. Develop an understandIng 01 ratio by notion of correspondence,
pp. 429.:432

b. Ratio expressed i-n-fractional form, pp. 433-434
c. Reading and writing ratios, pp. 435-436

4. Percent
a. Develop understanding meaning of percent, pp. 544-548
b. Rename common fractions, decimal fractions ratios as percent,

pp: 549-553
c. Use of equations in percent, pp. 554-557

'cl. Graphs and diagrams, pp. 558-559

5. Problem Solving, pp.. 437

D. MEASUREMENT

1. Linear Measurement
a. 'Extend concepts of previous levels, introduce rod, p. 601
b. Extend work of scale drawing, pp. 601-603
C. Use of graph paper in scale drawing, pp. .603-604

4-6 weeks

2. Square Measurement

a. Introdwe concept of area as a region, p. 485
b. Compal-':: rea s by estimation, use of devices and square unit, p. 585
c. Concept oi square inch, foot, and yard, pp. 586-587
d. Calculation of areas through use of linear measure. Limit to squares

and rectangles, pp. 588-590
e. Denominate numbers, p. 591

Weight, Dry Measure, Liquid Measure
a. Continue work with measures taught previously. Extend weight to

include 1 ton, p. 593
. b. Teach peck.and bushel, p; 593
c. Related work with denominate numbers, p. 593
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:I. Other Systems of Measurement: Metric
a. Awareness of metric system; fLmiliarity with meter, kilometer, gram,

kilogram

5. -TiM6

Extend time zones 'around world, introduce International Date Line,
p. 609

b. Twenty-four hour clock, p. 609
c. Denominate numbers, p. 610

6.. Temperature

a. Read.therrnometers tofractions of a degree, extend work with thermo-
meter as a number line, p. 613

7. Volume

a. Concept of volume as applied to a solid region, p. 613
b. Experiences coMparing volume without measurement, p. 614
c. Developing unit$; for determining or estimating volume, p. 614'

E. ORGANIZING AND INTERPRETING DATA

1. Graphs

a. Introduce bar graphs showing two sets of data, pp. 637-639
b. Introduce multi-bar graphs, p. 639
c. Introduce divided bar graphs, p..639
d. Extend concept of the two axes on line graphs, p. 640
e. Make frequency distributions and histograms, p. 640
1. Extend work with pictograms and introduce graphic representations-

of maps, p. 643
g. Introduce circle graphs (Relate to work with fractions and percent,

p. 645)

2. Tables and Charts
a. Extend usage, apply to functional situations, p. 648

3. Statistics
a. Review mean and median, p. 648
b. Introduce mode, p. 649

4. Graphing Numbers and Ordered Number Pairs
a. Graphing numbers on number line, p. 650
b. Graph ordered pairs: Introduce the use of two number lines, p. 651
c. Concepts of x and y axes, p. 651
d. Con9epts of quadrants and practice graphing in all four quadrants.

Use game - Tic-Tac-Toe

8_9
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F. GEOMETRY 3 wee cs

1. Extend study of plane ffgures

a.' Review geometric shapes previously trcht, p. 721
b. Polygons, p. 721
c. Triangles, pp. 722-724

(1) Right tryng es, p. 723
(2) Acute triang es, p. 724
(3) Obtuse triangles, p. 724

d. Quadrilaterals, p. 726
(1) Rectangles, p. 726
(2) Squares, p. 728

e. Pentagons, p, 728
f. Hexagon's, p. 730
g. Octagons, p. 730

2. Solid 'Figures
a._ Prisms, pp. 736-739

(1) Rectangular prisms, p. 739
(2) Cubes, p. 740
(3) 'Triangular prisms. p. '141

b. Pyramids, pp. 742-744
c. Cylinders, pp. 744-745
d. Cones, pp. 746-748
e. Spheres, pp. 748-749

3. Lsing Tools of Geometry

a. Construct an angle, p. 750
b. Bisect an angle,. pp. 751-75-2
c. Measure angles, p. 753

Vocabulary Levels X-XVII, Text to be used by Teacher - Holt School Mathematics,-
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.

LEVEL 6

A. Numeration - pp. 2-d, pp. 12-15, pp. 16-19

B. Whole Numbers - pp. 8-11, pp. 26-29, pp. 58-63, pp. 78-89, pp, 140-151

C. Ration Numbers - pp. 154-162, pp.1166-169, pp. 170-173, pp. 1D2-193,
pp, 198-201, pp. 210-214, pp. 278-289

D. Measu ement - pp. 246-251, pp. 254-256, pp". 256-259

E. Organizing and Interpreting Data - pp. 320-329

F. Geometry - pp. 108-115, pp. 118-.119, pp. 12V-125, pp. 132-133
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AN OVERVIEW OF SEVENTH (ll.\IE :\IAT1tE1ATICS

When we asSoc: _te rciding with mathematics we are tist.taliv thinking of wora
problz:ms. But chil,:iren must also read numerals, matheratt.11 symbols, mathe-
matical sentences, directions, and pictorial diagrams.

Any system of formolized signs, symbols, geseires ti',c like, used or conceived
as a means of communicating thought, emon, :?-1-:d so on, mast bc taught from the
same point of view as the language of mathematics..

Acquiring a basic oral vocabulary in mathematics iS importan n. when a student
writes down a mathematical equation and talks about ,vikit has be.:.t1 ,,,,ritten down in
a me\aningful way..Therefore, outlined below is the Oasic curriculum for seventh
gradd pupils in mathematics. The ultimate objective i LJ have the students master
the basic computational skills and.preserve the spirit of multi-sensory learning.
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I. Systems of NuMeration

A. Number and N._nnei-as

1. History of Numerals: Greek, R Jmar. etc.

B. Our Numeration System: Base 10 (Metric)

1. Expanded Notation:',Place

a. Read and write large e,..'7:cimal numerals
b. Round off numbers: decimali- whole
c. ,Change fron decimal numeration to expanded form

Example: 236 - 200 Sr; 6

= (200) (10) 6 (1)
or

236 2(100) + 3(10) + 6(1)
= 200 + 30 + 6

C. Other Systems of Nunierations

1. Binary, Base 2
2. Quinary, Base 5

II. Rational Numbers.

Ai Sets

1. One to one correspondence .
2. Equal and equivalent sets
3.' Finite and infinite sets
4. Sub sets
5. Union and intersection

a. Empty and null
b. Disjoint sets
C. Venue diagrams

B. Line qualities - Use of Symbols
More' than 7
Less than 6

(1+4)
More than or equivalent tc > (7 4 3

=

Less than or equivalent to (7+3 5._ 10)

Equivalent tb = (3 +2)
9)

5.

6. Not more than .1> (implying S'

7. Not less than 4 (implying )

8. Not equivalent to
a<nd >r

) or

C. Extend use of number line
(.)( 7ti
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III. Operations - Additions and Sul action

A. Review the Properties - Closure, Associative, etc.

IV. Operation by Multiplication and Division

A. Review the Properties Distributive, etc.

V. Number Theory

A. Review Prime and Composite Numbers

B. Test's for Divisibility as by twos, (odds, evens) etc.
(threes, fives) etc.

VI. Rational Numbers and Sets of Fractional Numbers

A. Definition of Ratronal Numbers

1. A set of equivalence classes'as (2/4, 4/8, 5/10, etc.)
(provided the divisor-0)

B. Number line to be used extensively with rational numbers

C. Common Fractions

D: Equalities and Inequalities
,1. Size order, use of cross multiplication
2. Fteview the properties

VII. .Decimal Fractions .

A. Fractional equivalents

B. Rounding off.

C. Eixpanded process using decimal fractions

1.

Addition and subtraction
. Multiplication .

/ . Diviion
7. 65 10

1

76. 5
Example; 3.5 )7.65 = 3.5 x 10 = 35 = 35 )76.5

VIII. Ratio - Review Forms as:

1. Compared to a:b
2. (related to 4-)
3. .Like quantities (2 ft. : 3 ft. )
4. Unlike qUantities (3 miles per hour; 2. doz. for 75)



1 Rate pairs
6. Proportional equation

(a) equivalent ratio
(b) "rneans".and YextreMes" product

7. Open sentence solving

IX. Percent

A. Cpncept

B. Use of the equal mo /ruler

C. Practical applications
1. Simple interest
9. Discount '

3. Commission
4. Percent Of error

X. Geometry

A. Non-Metric Geometry as (poiilt, line, plane,. etc.)
(maybe physically represented)

/
Xle Metric Geoinetry,

A. Measuring Angles

,Unit of measuro

41.

a. Unit angle .

b. Standardangle = 180°.fit into a SemiCircle
c. Degree - unit of.measure

B. Tool of Measure
1. ProtraCtor

C. Perimeter
1. Quadrilaterals

a. Discovery aPprQach. (use cOncrete 9.bjects)
(all types with forMula)

b.. Triangles (all typeS with formula)
Regular .Polygons

D. circumferences
d. History of

0

S7

7



E.

F.

Area

1. Plane fiaures
9. Solids. - include lateral surface (overface ea

Volume

1. Cylinders
9. Prisms

XII. Construction - Using compass, protractor (and straightedge).

A. Lines

1. Perpendicular lines
9. Given line
3. Parallel lines
4. Bisecting lines

B. Angles

1. Given angles
2. Bisecting angles

C. PolygOns

Vertices, diagonals,
measurirfg angles t/

D. z -Graphs
. I

XIII. Measurentent

A. Histclry of MeaSurement
, Units of Measure (Standard measure units)

r. uare measure - cubic (etc.)

:
interior angles and their -relationship when

,Accu acy of Measurement (tolerance

IJ
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SOCIAL STUDIES

General Objectives"

- to teach cOncepts as oppoFed to the accumulation of facts

to prepare students for life in a rapidly changing, technological society by
stressing the basic skills necessary to effectively :meet the challenge of such
a society

- to focus on values which deal with individual rights and-individual responsi-
bilities in a democratic society

to introc'Ice, examine, and evaluate concepts that are interdisciplinary and
interdisc,iplinary in nature_

- to show the role and contributionsOf ethnic, racial, and religious groups
that compose American society

to develop the pragmatic classroom situation which is designed to provide
students with experiental opportunities in the areas of career development
and voter education

to use varied instructional media, techniqUes and materials that allow for
individual differences in learning styles

*Paraphrased from A Social Studfes Resource BoOklet for the 70's.
Office of Curriculum and Instruction, The School District of Philadelphia

NOTES:

The members of the SOcial Studies Department have consented to placing
related-Social Studies materials from their personal libraries on file in
the I. M. C. These materials may be borrowed for teacher reference.

Learning packets will be developed throughout the school year on each unit.
These learning packets will be kept in a central location for general use by
the staff.
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5TH GRADE

Skills to be developed: compnring, contrasting, grouping, observing, hypothesizing,
listing, generalizing (from a case study), recalling, reading pictures, reading
maps, learning directj

I. Hvnotheses

vocabulau: hypothesis, propaganda, fact, opinion, current event

3;4 weeks

A. Propaganda vs. Fact
1. Histo7 is a chronological record of significant events. It is the

histortfin's point of xiew, an interpretation
2. All history is not fact

B. Current Events
1. Two people may have different points of view on' the same subject

References: newspapers, magazines., TV and radio newscasts, textbooks
dealing with the same story or historic event

II. Map Skills . 6 weeks

Vocabulary: map, globe. direction, North Pole, South Pole, equator, 'latitude,
longitude, legend, symbol, key, hemisphere, continent, world,
scale, atlas, sphere, degree, meridian, prime earth

A. Map terms

B. Latitude

C. Longitude

D. Climatic .Zones

References: Basic social. studies teXtbos, maps, globes,- Edcon Kits Learn-
ing Packets to be developed and kept on file with the Chairman
of the Social Studies Department.

Discovery and Exploration 4 weeks

Vocabulary: myth, discovery, ,explorer, theory, tribe, colony, settlement,
trade route, sea, o9ean, bay, river, gulf, mountain, conquer,
governor, mainland:' waterway, government, state,. united, -..

identify, slavery, voyai;e, claim, scarch, .eri route, .missionary,
charter, rights, servant, indenturel, assembly, represent,
perseciltion, compact, company

Atalantas and Mu.--Myth or Faet
.1.. 'At one time was the earth one continent?

92
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B. The Indian's

-1. Who were they? How did-they reach the shores of Western
Hemisphere?
:Theories
a. Crossed the 'Bering Strait
b. Papyrus rafts

C. :NIoors

1. A wandering tribe out of Africa who came to the shores of America
prior to the Vikings

D.- Vikings .

1. Leif Ericson
2. Eric the Red

E. Columbus

1. See textbook

'F. Spanish explorers

G. Portuguese explorers

H. English explorers

I. French'explorers

J. Dutch explorers

References: Basic social studies textbooks maps, globes, Edcon Kits
(Disapvery and Exploration) Learning Packets to be developed
and kept on file with the Chairman of the Social Studies Depart-
ment.

_IV. Colonization of the Western Hemisphere 8 weeks

NOTE: Incoyporate all information-Tcompare and contrast--DO NOT STUDY
GROUPS INDEPENDENTLY OF EACH OTHER.

Vocabulary: Island, mountain, strait, conquistador, en route, area, city,
religion, region, cultivate, crop, leadership, historical., slave,
enforce, represent, district, freedom, saga, canyon, Orient,
natural, resource

A. Spanish

1. SlaverY began with Bishop Bartholome de Las Casas' appeal to the -

Spanish crown to import Africans to .replace Indians (1517 A.D.)

B. Portuguese

C. English (slavery)
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D. French

E.-. Dutch and Swedish

F. Greek and Roman

Ddrinrg this unit the phenomenon of slavery should be examined (refer
to unit *.'1 propaganda)

References: Texts: -America, Up. from Slaverv (I. M. c.), Before the May-
flower (I. M. C.) Learning Packets to-be developed and kept on
file with the Chairman of the. Social Studies Department.

V. Conflict

VoCabulary: conflict, war, .revolution, doctrine, revolt, rebellion, abolish,
aggression, annex, allies

NOTE: This unit.deals with CONFLICT - compare and contrast these conflicts
to each other, rather than studying each individually.. Slave revolts
took place in most revolutions with the exception of the French Revolu-
tion._

A. Indian Wars

B. French and Indian Wars

C. Spanish (Haiti, Dominican Republic, Mexico) Wars

D. American Revolution

E. War of 1812 a

1. Monroe Doctrine

F. Tripoli War

G. Civil War

H. Spanish - American Wars

I. Mexican War

J. World War I

K. World War II

L. Korean Conflict

M. Vietnam War

N. Cold War - Refer to unit 1 on outline .

. \
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References: See any basic social studies text (exampiel America) I. M. C.
for independent study

Government 12 week:-

Vocabulary: Constitution, :candidate, .capital, election, empire, republic,
. monarch, principality, socialisni, communism, totalitarian,

democracy

NOTE: Ideal unit'for group work

A. List types of Government. -Break class into groups for research and
panel discuSsions. Compare and Contrast:
1. Empire
2. Republic
3. Monarchy
4. Principality
5. Socialism
6. Communism
7. Totalitarianism
8. Democracy (concept - not United States history)
9. Plutocracy

10. Oligarchy

References: See any basic social studies text, I. M. C. for independent study.
Learning packets will be developed and kept on file with the
chairman of the Sobial Studies Department.

GTH GRADE

Skills to be developed: comparing, contrasting, grouping, observing, hypothesizing,
listing, generalizing, recalling, reading maps, evaluating, making judgments

Hypothesis 2 weeks

Vocabulary: hypothesis, propa;ganda, fact, opinion, current event, stereotype

A. Propaganda vs. Fact
1. History is a chronological record of significant events. It is the

historian's point of view, an interpretation
2. All history is not fact

B. Current Events
1. Two people may have different points of view on the same subject
2. Use various media to report on the same event

References: newspapers, magazines, TV and dio newscasts, textbooks
dealing with the same story or historic-event

1 0 1*
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II. Map Skills of Latin America and Canada 6 weeks

Vocabillary:, altitude, elevation, sea level; parallel, distance, weather, climate,
seasOn, torrid, tropic, atmosphere, temperature, arctic, ant-
arctic, polar, .universe, circumference,.projection, relief,
precipitation

A. Latitude and Longitude

1. Latin America and Canada in relation to the world
2. Latin America and Canada in relation to the Western Hemisphere'
3. Latin America and Canada in relation to the Equator
4. Climatic Zones

References: Texts Latin America and Canada, Cambridge Workbooks, ?Maps_
Unfold the World. Maps, globes, etc.

III. Dominance Conflict

Vocabulary: dominance, conflict, war, revolution, doctrine, revolt, rebellion,
,aggression, annex, allies

NOTE: This unit deals with.DOMINANCE (Conflict) - compare and.contrast
these nations in their struggle for dominance, rather than studying
each individually.

A. United States, England, France

B. England

C. F ranee

D. Spain

E. War of 1812 - United States beComes a world power after war with
England for the second time

*Suggestion - Use time line
References: Use baste social studies texts, for teacher reference use,

We the People (8th grade.text)

IV. Industrial Revolution (use independent study for inventions)

Vocabulary: factory, 'patent, crafts, union, agrarian, apprentice, 'craftsman,
journeYmen, inventionindustrial, labor, demography, manu-
mission

A. What changed the world. . . the zipper, cotton gin (slayery), sewing
machine?

B. Effect upon man and the phenomenon of slavery

1 0 2
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1.r, Connected the United States
2. East meets West faster-- transportation
3: Opened new territory ..

-4. New .j obs N./5. Economic gain in the North and South
G. The United .States changed from an agrarian to an industrial society
7. Urban vs rural slavery
8. Northern vs. Southern slavery

-Suggestion - an\opportune time to bring in outside speakers, parents
References': See 'basic social studies texts - use I.M. C.-for references and

bsooks on inventors

v. \
\
\
\ a

V. Government in Latin America and Canada 4 weeks
N

N\7._
)

\Vocabulary: Review grade 5 list on Government; nation, national boundary,
political

*This unit should be completed by the end of December
..

References: Lige basicsocial studies tekts (Latin America and Canada, The
,

Western HemiSphere, Region of the Western Hemisphere
1,

VI. Cultural 'Groups in Latin America and Canada 6 weeks

Vocabulary: race, ethnic group, immigration, migration, stereotypes,
rnyths1 prejudices

NOTE: An excellent time to review unit 1 (hypotheses)

A. Minority Groups in the Western Hemisphere

1. Portuguese
2. Spanish
3. French
4. French Canadians
5. West Indians
6. Chicanos
7. Anglo-Saxons
8. Indians (Aztec, Inca, Toltec, Atherican)
9. Blacks

10. Jews

References: Use basic social studies texts, Ethnic Studies Guide, The World
of Africans and Afro-Americans, The Black 'Exprience in America
from The School District of Philadelphia.

VII. Comparisbns of Regions of the Western Hemisphere 10 weeks

Vocabulary: regions, landforms,.topography, siie, geography, ecology,
minerals, resdurces
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A. Landforms

B. Topography (volcanoes, etc.)

C. Water bodies

D. Mineral Resources (South American sugar cane, rubber, Coffee, silver,
gold, tin, cocoa, .fruits, etc.) Other natural vegetation, forest, farm,
industrial, oil, animal husbandry

'References: Cambridge WorK-A-Text, .Maps Unfold the World and other basic
social studies texts

7TH GRADE

Skills to-be developed: analyzing, Comparing and contrasting, evaluating, inferring,
interpreting, makinOypotheses, observing, recalling, using maps

Hypotheses 2 weeks .

VocabUlary:. See unit I. - Grade 5

A. Propaganda vs. Fact
1.. History is a chronological record of significant events. It is the

historian's point, of view, an interpretation...
2'; Alf history is not fact

B. Current Events

1. -Two people may have.different points of vie'w on the same subject

a. Use various media to report on the same. event

C. Myths

1. .At one time the entire Eastern Hemisphere was connected (Why.
Anstralia,was not discovered until:1529 by Captain Cook)

References: newspabers, magazines, TV \and radio newscasts,, various
textbooks dealing with the sarne story, or historic 'event

II. Map Skills 6 weeks

Vocabulary: review vocabulary for unit 2 in Grades 5 and 6, cardinal., ordinal,
primary, intermediate, imaginary,' autumnal, equinox, zone;
cUrrent, cartography, compass, ,projection, graphic, diameter,,
landform, plains, plateau, Mercator

A. Use map skills to study entire wprld

1.. Stress vocabulary and actual map usage
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References: Use basic 7th grade geography texts, maps, globes, etc. Learrt-
ing Packets are being developed alij will be kept on file with the
Chairman of the Social .Studies Department.

HI. Ethnic Grot.ips 16 weeks

Vocabulary: nomadic, nomad tribes, culture, custom, religion, government,
assimilation, famine, ethnic, urban, rural

A. Ethnic Groups in the Eastern Hemisphere
1. Take the ethnic groups of the Western Hemisphere and trace back to

their point of origin - find out why they came to AMerica (use much
INDEPENDENT work) culture,' dress, religion, government, food
a. Europeans
b. Scandinavians
c. Slavics
d. Orientals
e. Africans
f. Mid-Easterners (Arabs, Indians, Lebanese, etc.)
g. South Easterners
h. Australians

B. Cultural Regions of-the Eastern Hemisphere
1. Topography of the land

References; Tuesday Magazine reprints; Ethnic Study Guides, The hool
District of Philadelbhia; teacher references in I. M. C.; The
Other. American

IV. Dominance/Conflict

Vocabulary; Review grade 5 vocabulary list on conflict

A. Governments

1. Socialism
2. Communism

a. Rise of Russia as a world power
3. Imperialism

a. Effect of European imperialism on Africa and Asia; colonization
of Africa slave trade

4. Capitalism

References: Use basic social studies texts, reference books for teachers in
M.C. on socialism, capitalism, etc.

0 5
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V.. Products

Vocabulary: import, export, products, manufacture, resources

A. Exports and Imports
1. Show in relation to world.powers (dominance)

B. Natural Resources
1. Show in relation to world powers. (dominance)

C. Consumption

1. Destruction of Indians by colonists who created shortages*

3 weeks

Resources: Use basic texts: Latin America ana Canada, Eastern Hemisphere,
use I. M. C. books on trade

AD

VI. Influence of the Eastern Hemisphere on the Western Hemisiihere 4 weeks

Vocabulary: See vocabulary list'on Cultural Regions of the Eastern Hemisphere-
(Unit 3)

A. Religion

B. Immigration

C. Culture

Resources: Use basic texts: Latin America and Canada, Eastern Hemisphefe,
and Ethnic Study Guides from the,School District of Philadelphia.

*Democracy in America

, 8TH GRADE

"Skills to he -developed: analyzing information, comparing and contrasting, evaluating,
generalizing, hypothesizing, inferring, ihterpreting pictures, observing,
reading diagrams and charts

I. Hypotheses

Vocabulary: hypotheses, propaganda, fact, opinion, current event

A. Propaganda vs. .Fact
1. History is a chronological record of significant events. It is the.

, .historian's point of view, an interpretation
2. All history is not fact

1 C(;
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B. Current Events
1. Two people may have different points of view on the same subject

a. Use various media to report on the same event

References: newspapers, magazines, TV and radio newscasts, textbooks
dealing with the same story or historic event

II; The Civil War 8 weeks

Vocabulary: rebellion, reconstruction, -carpetbagger, scalawags, spoils,
states' rights

a
A. Causes

B. Outcomes (Reconstruction)

NOTE: Good time for independent work

1. 40 acres and a mule
2. Scalawags and Carpetbaggers
3. The changes in government as a result of the war
4. Radical
5. Blacks in govcrnthent

a. P. B. S. Pinchback
b. John Russwurm
c. Samuel Cornish
d. - Freedmen's Bureau

6. Jim Crow laws

References: Use:basic texts: We the People, Nmerica; use I. M. C. for re-
construction and biased textbooks showing North's point of view
and South's point of view (relate to unit 1).

III. Dominance 8 weeks

Vocabulary: mercantilism, free trade, imperialism, capitalism, monopoly,
trust, antitrust, industrial revolution, corner

NOTE: An ideal unit for use by entire team; bring in Ada Lewis Enterprises -
Independent Study

A. Mercantilism

B. *(Free Trade -

C. Imperialism

D. Capitalism

E. Monopoly 107
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F. Trust

G. Antitrust

H. Hanna

I. Morgan
..

J. Carnegie

K. National Debt

L. Gross National Product

M. Rockefeller >

N. Standp.rd Oil

.0. Industrial Revolution

P. Inventions of the autoinobile and the airplane

Q. The rise of the Ford family

References': Use basic social studies texts, I. M. C.((e7ctensively)

IV. Conflict 4 IN;eeks

Vocabulary:; Review grade 5 vOcabulary list on Conflict.

A. World War I

1. Causes
a. Nationalism
b. Alliances
c. Diplomacy
d. Imperialism
e. Economic robbery and rivalry
f. Assassination
g., Idealism

2: Battles
a. Where they occurred

Outcomes

-Woodrow Wilson

ley

a. The League Of Nations - how and why it failed

References: Basic text - We the People. Use I. M. C. extensively
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V. Economic Cycle (start with recovery nff VorLl War ID 2 weeks

Vocabulary: corporation, labor
recovery, inflatior

A. Recovery

B. Inflation

C, ,Recession

D. Depression

. Prosperity

Presidents involved

References:

VI. Unions

Vocabulary:

monopoly, depression, aeL,
ierity

Basic textbook and reference s ction of I. M. C.

4 weeks

Review vOcabula.ry from unit 3 (Dominance - grade 8), union,
journeymen, apprentide, guilds, master-craftsmen, A. F. of L. ,
C. DO. sWeetheart ContraCtS, closed- shop; open shop-, scab,.
boydott

A. The Rise of Labor Movements

B: 'Strikes.

C. Journeymen and Apprentices

D. Guilds

E: Master Craftsmen

F. The Ameridan.-Federation of Labor

G. Congress Of Indlistrial Organizations

..Suggestion: Utilize terin paper

_References: Basle textbooks, Labor Union: Progress and PrOmise, The
School District of Philadelphia; I. Ali C. sources

Immfgration 2 weeks

Vocabulary: Review Unit 3, grade 7 (Ethnic Groups)

NOTE: This unit is a general review of Ethnic Groups studied in grade 7.
Use the same outline and references.
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VIII. World War II (Independent Study).

Vocabulary: Review grade 5, vocabulary list on Conflict

A. Causes (Panel Discussions),
1. Nine new European nations after 1945

References: I. M. C.

IX. The United Nations (Independent Study) 1 week

References: Story of the United Nations; writectc World Mfairs Council
and to the United Nations

4 weeks

X. .The Cold War 3 weeks

Vocabulary: Review grade 5; vocabulary on Conflict

A. Berlin Air Lift

B. Comrhunist BloC

C. -Korea

D. Vietnam

E. National Liberation

11 0
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LATIN

I. General Objectives:

a. To provide students wi e opportunity to learn Latin to better understand
how our own langunc,

h. To acquaint studei ,it! ':;ulture of ancient Rome so that they, might
develop an, awareness au, .tpveciation of the differences and Similarities
between our culture and the ancient one and see how the one influenced the
other

0. To develop a familiarity with the Latin quotationS and mottoes which-appear
in.our communications

d. To make the students aware of Latin words, phrases, and abbreviations
which have been 'assimilated into English

e. To extend the verbal functioning of the students through the development
of linguistic awareness which comes.from the contrasting of tWo languages

. To inculcate an interest in the study of.the Humanities

g. To develop an awareness of the relationship between Latin and the Romance
Janguages

. To enhance the student's self7image by affordirig an .opportunity to study
a Subject area with which he qr she might not otherwise iiientify

,.. . ., . .

i. To make_the studen.(aware.of the-impact of the classical heritage in specific
, areas sticli as'art, 'Aidliftettii-e, government, law, medicine, religion, .

mytholod;'diiii-literature

IL The Organi2ation of the Course*
'

a. .The course is divided into nine units, each of which has a theme indicated
in its title. The units are divided into lessons each designed to be a
twenty minute segment

b.. After a general introductiori to Latin and the Romans, the course focuses'
on various aspects of the life Of a Roman family in the early part of the
first century A. D. The titleS of the.units are:
(1) An Introduction to Latin and the Romans,:-
(2) Getting to Knqw the Members of a Roman Family

.(3) The'Roman Family at the Table
(4) How the Roman Family Dresses
(5) The House of the Roman Family
(6) The Toys, pets, and Gaines of Marcus and Julia
(7) The EducatiOn of Marcus and Julia
(8) Entertainment of the Roman Family
(9) The Occupations arid Duties of Publius and COrnelia

*Office of Curriculum and Instruction Guide, HOW THE-ROMANS LIVED AND SPOKE
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c. Each unit contains the following. elements:

(1) Cultural background presented mainly in English
(2). Latin utterances connected with the theme of the unit
(3) 'Latin mottoes connected culturally or.lexically to the rest of the unit
(4) English derivative work involving Latin lexical items presented in. the

. unit
(5) A.unit roviev.

1
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TYPING

6TH, 7TH, AND IITH GliADES\

Gth Grade

A. To teach paper insertiOn and 'removal

B. To demonstrate correct tyPing postUre

C. To teach and reir' :1.ce the 'hoine keys

-D. TO teach the numberleys and symbols

, E. TO develop and Check the:following techniques daily:

1. 'correct posture
2. proper use of-functional parts of the typeWriter.
3. correct.stroking.

II. 7th Grade

A.. The i'or the first and second reports would be the,same as thOse
for.the ,111 g.rn(Iers if they are taking typing for the first. time ,

13: To reinie; whenever needed, the,proper typing techniques and the .

'proper use o:;' hanctional parts of the typewriter

C. Toteach simple tabulation and horizontal and,vertical centering

D. tea stu0c:nts to dompose and type personal letters and short buSiness
letters.

E. To te ints the cbrrect way 'Co fold business letters and insert them
:in an elope; to teach them to type the returtr.and mailing addresses
on an e

P. To teacd, -:ludents to'type short Lok reports

G. ',.TO evaJ er.eh neW lesson after 'Sufficier.- reinforcement has Leen:done.

III. 8th Grade

A. To. rev ..j.1 f the skills taught in 7th grade

13. To re-teach tnrose skills that students seem weak .n or have forgotten

C. AdditiOna1 s' -.3 to be taught in 8th grade

1. two 10`,,
2. typir t..-rbon copies

,3. typir_
4. re-ir..-errion and alignment
5. makino corrections,.
G. typin, -tsters and mimeograph stencils
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Recornmendations:

1. The estimated time needed to achieve goals for:

a. 6th grade - one year, two days a week for 2 mods Per day
or half year, 4 days a week for 2 mods per day

b. 7th grade - one year, three days a week for 2 mods .per day

c. 8th grade - one year, three days a week for 3 mods a day

2. Every effort.Should be made to offerqyping to the eighth graders, preferably
on a volmitary'basis, so that there will not be a break in continuity in case ,

the stUdentaAecide to choose business as a career wife- they get to senior
high school: t tudents of this age group have a tendencl to forget or become
very carelcss -ith typjng techniques if the skill is not kpntinued on a regular
basis. ConseqUently, senior high school teachers usual y have to start

1all over:again.,

I 1 4
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ART

PHILOSOPHY

The-following program ie geared to the teaching of art at the secondary school'
level which the Ada H. TI. Lewis' Art Department feel§ so aptly fits the needs of the
Lewis School.

The art prograin,shoUld provide, a creative successful experience for each
child and ShoUld also provide a structured-program of exploration in. a varici::
media. Art is 'necessary for all children in order to develop:

Understanangand appreciation of beauty
Sensitivity to'good,taste
Ability, to diseern
Artistic judgment .

Expression of the self
Understanding and.appreciation of other cultures:
Consumer value of selection .

Imagination- and intuitive procesees

Art works toward_the development, of both freedom and discipline with the
realization that you cannot have one without the other. We look upon the art program
aS being the language of vision 'and the thought concepte:of expression. This lan-
guage of vision involves,application of the designelements: line, space; shape-form
color and texture. The art program: should endeavor tO teach the student to interpret
and express this languageof_vision in his own pei.sona1. way. Art should be in the
curriculum because creative potential is in each individual and needs to be developed. ,

Purpose: To aid in turning out the total individual

'Goal: To providea structured exploration into creative experiences and.media
for. all. students'\

1 5
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5TH AND 6TH GRADES

Grades Five and Six art elements, princiiples and ,concepts are stressed informally:
.Vocabulary shoUld be within the child's frarneweTk of reference with, art terms, concepth
and processes used in identifying art materials. The art principles of repetition,
Variety, contrast, balance, rhythm, emphasis and,unitv should be used to guide the
effective use of the art elements: line, space,, shape (form-mn s-, 1',;ht, and tv.\titre..

It Is suggestcri't the art elements and principles are not to be .taught through
formal 'lessons. The ,,:ogram for these grade levels should be flexible. Exposure to
a variety of media arid processes should be key inputs..

Areas of exper:ence to be tOuched upon;

. Color
Construction
Design
Modeling
Pictorial'Expression
Textiles
Theater Artg

'Vocabulary",
Art Appreciation*

*Art Appreciation - There are-no_absolute rules that will guarantee picttire appeal
and appreciation foreach individual. Art -appreciation, being a very personal*thing,
each individual will respond to a creative work in a.different Way. Age, background .

olexperience, interests, ;and education -will affect individual rest-Sense. Realizing this.
art'appreciation should be presented as part of each breative art unit.

7TH GRADE

Cont-iimed exposure to art elements and prineiples. Special einpliasis on color
and light: - Unity and variety.

Concepts of Clatsicism, Romanticism, and Realism touched upon.and tied in
with the lesson when and whereVer possible but without specific stress on the isms."

Materials.- a variety, vvith some emphasis on transparent watercolor, crayon
and chalk techniques, culptUre (Copperdlepouss6), Monoprint. Subject -Matter -
Figure drawing, Illustration, Design-Commercial, Lettering, and Poster.
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Sl'H GRADE'

Continued exposure to art 'elements nnd principles. St: I emphas (in Coiw
Mass, Space, Contrast, and 1Th1ancy.

Concepts - Expressionism and ImpressioniSm :cliched upon and tied in with the
lesson when and wherever possible but without specific stress on ,-isms.

Materials a variety, some ;::mphasis on Painting; Drawing (Charcoal, Chalk),
Sculpture.(Soap, plasteline) Linoleum Blockprint. '-7;ubject Matter Still Life; Land-
scape. (Figure), Design-Fashion (C thg,
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. Vhot, 1MMUNICAI iiONS

5TH THROUGH 8TH GRADES

5TH GRADE

Orientation: Shop tour. Seating. Discussion on the meaning of Visual Com-
munications and the three areas included in this course. The students must
learn the definitions of:

A. Drafting-drawing with tools such as T-square, triangle, ruler, eraser,
pencil, compass, drawing board, tape and paper.

Industry-taking raw materials from nature and manufacturing them into
products for the consum0.

Graphic Arts-making copies o printed, written or illustrated materials
using one of five basic printing processes which are:

1. Relief-printMg from a raised surface
2. Intaglio-printing from a recessed surface
3. Stendil-printing from a stencil
4., Photography-printing frdm a flat surface
5. Photography7printing with light'.

II. Students will be tested on above materials during the first half of they class
period. The students will then be introduced to the drafting tools:

A. T-square
Triangles 30 450 t. ,

C. Tape
D. Ruler
E. Eraser
F. Cdmpass ..,
G. Drawing board- ,
H. Paper c.

III. Students will be introduced to the.ruler. For the first half of Ahe period, the
students will study the Meh. The remainder of the class session will be used
to work on drafting exerdises.. All remaining sessions will be used, to study
the' materidls-alreadY given to classes:

A: Definitions of

1. drafting
2. industry
3. graphic

.-

13.. Names and proper use of drafting tools
C. The ruler and how to read -the inch
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. The drafting"ses-Sfons will include:

1. How to lay out a border and title block
2. Exercise-alphabet of lines,
3.: Exercise-arrowheads, circles, lettering, and numbers.
4. Exercise-three-view working drawing,

GTH GRADE

. Review all work completea\4n 5th grade

A. Definition of V.sual,adi*Unications
. ,

B. The ruler
,

C. Drafting tools apel their dSes'
,

II. EmPhasis on graphics and induStry

A. biscuss aidustry in detail
B. Include small, business and how.it operates
C. Discuss sto'Cks and shares

-III., Begin printing processes. De the following class exercises:

A. 'Relief-printing-linoleum block printing,
B. rypoint etching
C. Marbleized paper
D. Bookbinding-make an autograph book and scrapbook

iTH GRADE
,

. Review all previods work\

A. Definition of Visual Communications
B. Ruler
C. Drafting tools and their use:

Review:drafting exercise

II. Remaining class sessions will be given to the following:

A.: Advanced work in mechanical 6awing
B. Graphic arts printing-proCesses

1.. 1 'bookbinding
2. photography
3. marbleized paper making

exp Ore industry in,depth
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8TH GRADE

I, Review all previous work

A. Definition of Visual Communications
B. Ruler
C. Drafting tools and their uses
D. Industry-its functions, etc.

Form a mock company or becoine a [Art of Ada Lewis Enterprises

III. Remaining class sessions - All 8th grade students will experience advanced
graphics and drafting such as:

A. Multicolor silk screen
. Setting type

1. set name caids print 100-
2. set and print' memo pads

C. Make paper plates for the offsct press - print
D. Use photographic \equipment

1. et up stifl phtpgraphy
2. go, outside and go ,live hots - develop ,and print

,\ \
c

E. IsometrX drawings
F. I tticS-ome \circles
G. Pictorial d4wings
H. Architecturk drafting ;

PLEASE NOTE: In all of the above areas, students will receive basic and fundamental
instructions and experiences unless a student exhibits intere-sts and

. abilities to merit advanced experiences and instructions.
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS GOALS

'Industry is an extremely important aspect of the American culture. If one is to

function effectivciy..in an industrial seefety, it'iS.essential that hekbe informed about
Matters pertaining to industry. Industrial arts-is that portion of general education

directed toward this end.

Objectives

The.follewing quotation, from the United States, Office 'of Education publication,
"Industrial Arts,Education," OE 33038, Cireular No. 791, provides anInsight.into
what industrial arts should accOmplish.

"As a'curriculumarea in the senoolS, industrial arts education provides .instruc-
tion for students to learn about industry and technology and to.experience the act of
Creating, fromjnaterials, new and different-forrns vhich*have greater human value.
In so doing; Students will be sensitive to materials, processes, Machines, toels,
principleS, applications, operations, opportunities for work, quality Of products and:
service,. Maintenance, technical achievements, and the significance of technology and
it'S effect on society and on the individuals-_,within that society."

41;); . , , .
, .

,In Pennsylvania,. the Department obPuppc Instruction has adopted the..f011owing,

objeCtives:.

1. "To. deve.lop .literacy in a technological' civilization.
, .

L,

2, "To develop an insight and understanding of industry. and its plaee in our
soaiety."

"To discover mid develop student talents."

4. "To develop problem-solving abilities related to a variety:of tools materials,
processes, and products."

5. "To develop skill in the safe use of tools and Machines. ,

_Industrial_arts visual.communioations programs of instruction deal primarily in
the field of graphiC arts, photography, and drafting. We liVe in a society which is
dominated by vitual -communications, so our educational programs should plaoe mere
emphasis on the need to interpret visual experienceS:' Graphic artiprovide the
youth with experiences in'developing and translating visual communications. StUdents

eceive, increased experiences in visual expression, \vhfch provide .a naturaf
to experience in the,graphies of communication. Coursework in design; photogra'phy;

'image aSsembly, photemechanical methods, reproduction; *computers, 'electronics of
communication, and other aspects are.brought together in this area:
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Drafting is the oldest form of communicatibn. It has ev.Olved from the crude
.design of tools, hotnes, maps, and other necessities to d sophisticated form of com-
'puterized drawings.
0

Drafting is the language of industry and of society in general. It is usedlo con-.
vey ideaS when the draftsman has a well-founded understanding of drafting. If this

understanding is demonstrated proper!y, his communication will be understood
universally.

elected Educational Ekperiences Diagrammed for Progress (SEEDS)

1 Industrial arts is a fundamental Part of the pupils' total educational development, ,

The goals of industrial arts education should be consistent with those of the school ,
system: Inaustrial arts prepares students to live in world<of technology. -

. ,

The scope of industrfaf art; has been too narrow in recent years in terrnsof the
,advaneerhents of industilt, ana technology. ,To reflect this age of technology, industrial
arts curriculum development-in Pennsylvania is being projected> from a broad base that
will remain constant in years t.Q.9.52)me. The content can and wilt change to reflect the
emerging trends of industry and technology, but the broad base will remain to serve
as an identifiable structure from which industrial arts can be derivell

The burriculum areas of industrMI arts will 'be derived from'or a derivation of
the following base:

. .

Visual Communications
tl

,Visual comrnurii'entions is the'proetess of understanding and being unlerstood
through the senge organs of sight. It is one of the most vital forces affecting the
individual's daiby activities in the world of cominerce, in industrial ecbnomics, and
in-the transmission of knowledge.

Visual communications' dominate our world, By and`large, the world'S popula-
tion, even the educated, portion "thereof, is illiterate in the Useand application of
grapiiic materials. PeOple have not been taught to See in,the same degree as they
were ,taught to speak, read, 'write, and Calculate. Most.People still primarily depend
uponthe accident Of unplanned_and Unstructured experiences in relation tcx seeing and

' understanding what they see: Therefore, it is of vital 'iriwortance to improve nercep-
tion so.as to obtain a better dasp of thevisual world and to interpret and communicate
more effectively through. the Visual medium.

122
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Our industrial arts department aims to implement these objectives by the following
means:

A. Through the use of printed texts, instruction sheets and other visual materials,
to develop pupil capacities for comprehensive research into the specific area,
as well as to broaden basic reading skills and comprehension.

B. To develop a model industrial structure within the shops for operational
activities based on current practices in industry, relating this structure to
productive accomplishments for quantitative. and qualitative products.

1. Students work on a team basis in the developrhent and completion of a
product or project. Group cooperation, individUarinstruction and an
atmosphere of exploration are essential.

2. Students are presented with situations and projects requiring exploration
and discovery on their part to accoMplish a solution i. e., a process or
product.

C. To develop general patterns of neatness ancj accutacy.

D. Allexibility in the program that permits each puPil to develop talents at his
own pace, with a freedom of CiWiC'e of activities in a given.area.

E.- To enable the puil to make an intelligent decision in regard to hig career
development in general, and his curriculum choice in high school in particular.

_ .

F. Develop a broad foundation of practical and basic skills that will be an asset
in any profesgion or vocation and that will be useful for home maintenance and
hobby activities.

G. Acquire a wealth of technical knowledge.

IL. Understand the influencg-of industry on our economic and sOcial structure.

Recommendation

There is agreement at both the naticm,1
nbn-vocational education which takes n

..-labOriatory atmosphere which involves
..esSential.

11.1(1 the state leyels.that.industrial,artsAs
ach to thesti.i4:-of- industry. A

.3 and experimental activities is

Processes and products ofsindustry as a body Of knowledge, rather than specific
trade skills, should be emphasized. In keeping with emerging organizational patterns
of industrial arts and with.corisideration for local needs, the program outlined in the
following paragraphs is recommended for the Philadelphia Public Schools.

2 3
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The middle sthool years, grade's five through eight, should be assigned to explora-

tion and discovery in specialized industrial arts laboratories. Attention should be

directed toward developing knowledge of basic industrial materials and processes.

It is a time for establishing a foundation for proper attitudes toward work and for

developing basic knowledge about industry and consumer goods. Career development

and vocational guidance are particularly important. At this time, a pupil must feel

success; therefore, activities must be geaTed to individual ability.
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Each grade leve. 117

t depth of the subje
n:.gardless of grade. I

A. Machines -
each machin

1.

B. Hand tools
available to

C. Measuring tc
practice and t.
different area.

D. 'General shop
and the reaso!

E. Material s -
be -used on a

F. .Products -
. learned iw:.1 p3:7.;:!

A. Machines

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

JSTRIAL MATERIALS

irst receive the same subject matter as outlined. But.

shall vary according to the degree of cornprehension,

the students will be taught how to properly operate
.hange thei.r usage.

be taught how they can be used when a machine is not

give'a student the opportunity to put his math into'
e importance of learning all subjects and using them in

ules - Inform the students of all the DO's and DON'T's
'le rules.

ous materials that.the students will e involved with shai
i error basis.

hen the student branches out and puts all that he has
, with an objective to produce a 'usable product.

5TH THROUGH 8TH GRADES

Band Saw
Drill Press
Table Saw
Scroll Saw
Finishing Machine
Vacuum Former.
Injection Molder
Rotational Molder
Bending Machines
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In le:. --aa: low to operateall mrwhimes ie stud-Lzits shaI so 1.earn al: 'safety
-ictors in

B. H:L.,; Tr

1. C .uner
9, S"& _ver
3.

C. Tools

Tape 1:Ieasure
Folcliag Rule

D. fety Ru:es

F Jllasses
of Tools

of Machines

E. Mar

1. -7;oc.c.

7-lastic

F. 137:.auzie_z-, 'Problem Solving)

1. :717-7.71-.ang

20

3. ---

Asse=bly
5.

Each grade r- _ will differ in production of a usable product.
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ARL

FAMILY

CARE 0:.;

LEARNT..., G

AND

HO XONDMICS

GRADE 5 GRADE 7 GLDE 8

Developing an zypreci-

ation of the rok of

each famt member.

(2 lessens)

tne value

of .stuy:

makir.:. Learning how

to contrihute to happy

and sc: ofd every.

day lessons

,)ci, the va

of st .ng home

economi:3,

I lesson)

Caret,.7s ir )me

econcnica..

2 7.yeek,

"..'ooperatine with other

family me=bers ui

Maring the .7.are hf the

home. (1 !Earl }

Developing sensi, c,f

responsibill- for

safety of yulagel-

children in the fa7q.,,

(1 lesion)

ohild,on

.nderstanding yount?r ota...le 11. home,

7 :hers and sisters. ' hes
(2 'lessons) of .:;:raoyKler.

1 lessJn)

.SHARIN5

HOME cAE:
THE

I: 10D FO.,;. :

FUN

OUR CLOTH1.

MAKING, E,

AND CAR1N

Recopizing ..the

tancc of guqi

habits as a means of

preventing Lness.

(1 lesson )

He. '.:Mg r-,en ther6

1: is Lmess in the

han-e. Preparing a

sipie tray:

(2 lessons)

Learning to choose fo:ii

for good,health. De.

veloping.an awarenes

GI the importance Of

ciéanlinèss in food

handling.

(6 lecmns)

Deviopiar, efficient

.anC..:Eafe -work habits

in t:e.ktchen.

Choosing nutritious

snacks. Selecting

food wisely in the

cafeteria,

(8 weeks)

urthering the de

,lopment of effi-

ient and safe work

,sabits in the

:Achen. Packing a

'od1nch. Eating

a:good 'breakfast.

:essons)

Prepagzg simple

lv.7.6& and suppers.

G,'...ving a Tarty.

Improving persona.

appearance. Learnir::

to care for clothing.

Looking one's best at

all thnes. Selecting

a project:and learning

how to achieve goci

results. Introduce

sewi.74.machine.

I & weeks)

.7nprov'cag one's

;:ieararace through.

:t.,arning to sew,

Useaf a commercial

.74tern..Learning

ADM to buy cotton

..-Ihrics intelligently.

(8 weeks)

Dev, oping More

skillot the Use of

tlw,..wing machine

arm Ither equipment.

.,Cheae projects.using

a commercial pattern.

(8 weeks)



The ,3aching of music at the A,
contrihuo anusfic can m7.1,:e
growth c-

Mus:-.: is 7 =eati-,.e expressiol-
to-develcrp.to the full extent of their
of music and Tiv'havin- the child ex;
following.:

MUSIC

1. H. ' Middle School s;tress.the
Y-11--=1 the p. -sical, intelLectua.., and emotional

all all cultuz9-._..3... all children
,:apacitT acruainting win:h cz ..vhole wor]d

Oe aware of all ra7 part,of the

1. Singing and singersharm-J:77V, 7---unds, etc,.

.2ompasing anci compcsers-- is n-,vm .1rea

3. -Rhythms and rhythmic moventenLs., bpdy and otherwise

4. Create and appreciate creatol-speers, teachers, and oth --s
5. Conductors nod conductingsim--.:le sccre.and patterns

6. lnstnunents 'and instrumentalistE,Philaclelphia Orcthes:

7. Talented andexceptionally taientedperformers and st.. .

3. The fundamental; and the funelements of music reading, -7.n)mtion and symbols;
eXperiment and explore different variations, change of style

9. Them and mecultural surroundings, self-identity relatini: to 7.the home,
community and school

10. Manufacturer and consumerexcite the student into partic=altng ,'Pr attending
cultural programs given in and around his area or by other ag).e.nci...s

1 2



R="71IINI

GEADE

:..f. the enVironment-F. V beat; 1T:eartbeat,

'It: _ swings in twos o: :73es

suggests walldng,

.C.banges of teznao in music

en. A.i7,-,Ecs--a. the two-to-one relat ...n.ship between notes and

f. Dere-rre between even and zieven rhytirms

g. concepts.conc.=ing rhythm

11,,MLOD1'.

a. ow t±i ihape contour) .of . rrie.ody by moving hnnds to show
up,:r Or Crt.r.7.1n

b. Toll if a .7song Ends km a "high r low note

c. -Sing amt. play on bells ton,.AI prs:7*.kerns as 3-5, 5-3-1, ,7.-3-5, etc.

d. St.nd (3-2--1) at =-4.i-7-cera1 places in a song. r_re that
'tune

Recc=i.za--:-m=nenr.: -..7-zencF-7,. and leaps

f. vtw 1eriou Lt_t, c.-nneerning melody_

a. ttim .aut:ohmrp to songs the tonic and don-it:L.-ant chords,
nmg the changes

h. Dcies thE ,-lass enjoy playing r_.-armony on biell s

130,
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FORM

a. C an tiTe, childr en hear

b. Hear where the ast- T.7,ece.-7. and ends

c. Cr-n they hear tha- :17;rcr:ases meilodioally are the, s-ame,,
some different?

Can they hear.that mosr are of enuol length, yet there
can sometimes be a longrr or shorter 'phrase injected?

e. Rev-LeW previous concenvs concerning form

EXPRESSK iN AND STYLE

a. Describe the general m.:=Dd of the music they sing cr hear;
how Idoes it make you fee:: ?

b. Identify change tempo, fast, slow

c. Identify chvanges ;:n dyn=2.cs, loud, soft

d. ientIfy sever:L strirng instnnnents by sight and sound

Instrumental ac ompnniment Tanheighten the ni=DoE

,f, Discriminatc?th( ce of suLtable rhythm

g. Ese body .,.novern Its 70 pt. Lgz__...y the mood and =tor music

671-T GRADE

: IELODY

a. Child: en locate do or 1 in any song

b. LocIlt the till& chordis h C F, and G

c. Find familial tonal pretnterns 2in 0.ven scing

Revii...Y.;' previous conceprs comcerning melody
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HARMONY

a. Sing or play the chord roots: on the piano while the :melody is
played or sung

b. Be aware of the semiactive nature of the IV chord

c. Read letter names of L, LV, V7from board or chart

cl. Play autoharp of bells in harmony

Play L, LV, V7chords on keyboard

f. Enjoy singing rounds and descants as a means of enriching
harmonic concepts

Do they enjoy simple vocal chording?

h. Review-previous concepts concerning harmony

RHYTHM

a. Note the time values within theb2r limes

b. Note the various rhythmic cc mbinations

c. Note the contrasting rhythmL groupingE

d. Introduce syncopation

e. Review previouz concepts concerning rhythm

EXPRESSION AND STYLI:

a. Be aware of the many moocas that the composer can evoke
the mind of the list ner

b. Discuss and m.,11:e list on the bo:::.:.d.of the expressive too1z_-4
used.in songs

c. Change and/or recognize smitable accompaniments

d. Know usual chordn1pr 111 UNI ssions

e. -Know- dynaintc-syMbois.;pp, i1 If, mp N

,. Review previous concepts concerning ecpression and strle
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Fc-vam

a. dr±ify phrases'which are completely different

b. Identify phrases that are almost alike

c. Un erstand design by like and unlike phrases:

Ternary

d. :Heal and see phrases of longer LLnd shorter length

e. Name like and unlike phrases using ABA

1. lusic constructed in orderly sequence of pattern or design

Review previous concepts concerning form

7TH GRADE

RWYTHM

a. Read common rhythm patterns at sight

b. Understand 6/8 meter in both fast and slow tempo

c. Respond physically and by singing to syncopation

d. Respond musically to triplet figure and understand it in a
metrical setting

e. Understand that music is usually grouped in twos, threes,
\fours

f. Review other concepts learned about rhythm

. MELODY

a. Tell- how many times a phrase occurs, mark it

b. Name the note numbers of a given song

c.- Locate do of a.seng by ear'



d. Locate the starting note of a song

e. Locate the ending note of a song

f. Sing major scales by numbers

g. Introduce syllables

Vh. "Introduce scales

I. Start on a given note, construct a major scale.(noting half
and whole steps)

j. Start on any note, write a major scale

k. Review other concepts learned about melody

HARMONY

a. Sing or play the chord roots on piano while the melody is
played or sung

b. Awareness of the semiactive nature of the IV chord

c. Read the letter names of the I, IV V chords from the
board or a chart

d. Students play I; IV V- chbrd's 'On the keyboard

e. Students notate the I, IV, V chords (music paper)

f. Do they enjoy rounds and descants ? 'ing them

g. Do they enjoy canons and simple vocal chording?

Sing them
\.

h. Review the-other grade concepts learned about haromny

FORM

a. Hear and see phrase

b. Hear:and see where phrases begin and, end

c. See and hear phrases alike and different

1 3 t
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d. Name like and unlike phrases using A B A (letters)

e. Make the transfer from small units (phrases) to larger units
(sections)

f. Terminology is much the same in both phrases and sections
B A, A B C

g. Recognize a large work such as a symphony (hearing)

h. peview other grade concepts learned about form

EXPRESSION AND STYLE'

a. Understand the basic materials and te'chniques that a composer .
uses (change of..rhythms,. syncOpation, variations of the same
theme, harmony, etc.)

b. Identify the styles of a few outstanding artists whose music
they hear in concert or recordings (.stylistics vs. Temptations;
Gladys Knight vs. Roberta Flack or. 8t.evi e \Yonder; then
recordings of Philadelphia Orchestra 'vs. New York Philharmonic,
Orchestra, etc.)

c. Review other grade concepts learned about expression_and.
style

8TH. GRADE

RHYTHM

a. Understand that music may consist of meters containing combi-
nations of two's, three's, four's, polymeters (go into detail)

b. Review other concepts learned about rhythm

-MELODY

Determine.which of the following intervals 'are half 'steps

b. Which are whole steps?

c. Play a major scale on the bells starting on F, G, D

_Determine the key.for a melody, (major, minor)

1 3 5
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e. Introduce minor mode (just main differences from majior)

1. Sing or play melodies in minor mode

z. Play a pure minor scale on bells starting on A (ear)

n. Play a chromati scale starting on .0

1. Review other zrade concepts learned about melody

HARMONY

a. Sing and play asic .chords I, IV, V on Piano and autoharp

b. Feeling the re5 olutiOn of the dominant-seven chord and which
. direction it goe s

c. Write simple 4-part harmonies IV, V)

d. Identify-Chords from the piano (I, IV, V)

e. Relate terms of Tonic (I), sub-dominant (IV), dominant (V)

f. Harmonize simole melodies by ear on keyboard
I.e. , "Are you Sleeping?" (2 choiads), "Reach Out and TouCh,". -

'Lean on Me'' (3 or more ,chords, write chords on the board)

g. Review other concepts learned about harmony

FORM.

a. Define various large works such as symphony, concerto

b. Define various vocal forins such.as art song, opera, oratorio;
and cantata

c. Relcogrize_by_ear-muelioFthe-nru-sTO-filayed for thern

cl. Do you ihave a greater appreciation of the art of music after
learnin about composers' construction techniques?

1

e. Rew lother grade concepts learned about form

136
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EXPRESSION AND STYLE

a. Importance of scales contributing to _the 'expressive,qualities
(major, 'minor,. pentatonic)

. Musical climax (cadences)

c. Smooth and detached styles (legato staccato)

. Variations in performance of a melody and accompaniment

'.0ommon marks of expression, (forte, crescendo)

f. Qualities of combinations of instruments, and-ensembles
--.!

Subtle qualities of melody,. rhythm, harmony
I.

Qualities of cadences as givi a feeling:of unrest semi-re-stic,s,
or rest

Review other_gradesconcepts learned about expression and
style

r



HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

HEALTH EDUCATI6N

5TH GRADE

I. Muscular-Skeletal Systems-
anatomical structure
function
care and protection

IL Digestive-Excretory Systems
a. structure, function, and care
b. related aspects of nutrition

4)

III. Circulatory System,
a. structure, function, and care .

b. associated diseases and prevention

GTH pR4pt

I. Respfratory System
a. strUcture, function, and care

.b.' assoctated iii`Seses'

Nervous System
N_ a. structure, funCtion,

b. special senSes

,

1. sight
2. hearing

N. 3. small
`4.4 taste

touc

EndOcrine Sys

. structure, fineton, and care
relationshiputo pul7ty

care

IV. /Human Growth and Develop ent,
6a. .structure, fimction, and ca . e of the rproductive sYStem, \

b. emotional growth . \
,

.0
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I.

7TH GRADE

Overview of all systems and inter-relationships of each system
structure, function, and care of all systems
how each system is intricately related to each other

HumanGrowth and Development: Emotional and Social Aspects and Deveiopment

III. Comthunicable Diseases
a. cause
b, prevention,
c. cure

N. Alcohol and Tobacco

a. gocial, emotional, and psychological aspects
b. related diseases

8TH GRADE .

I. Drugs

a. useful drugs in modern society
)13. abuSed drugs

II. Human Growth and Development

.III. Family Living
a. inter-persohal relatiOnships:.
b. understanding and improvement

IV. \Community Health
a what it is
b. \ how it can be improved
c. what we can do 4

V. Consumer Health I.
a. definition of a consumer
b. wareness, recognition, and protection from fads
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FALL PHYSICAL EOUCATION

ACIIVITIES , SKILLS
,\

OUTCOME

1. Football
I

1. Passing

a. Shuttle pass

b, Forward pass

2: Kicking

a. Kickoff

b. Field goal kick

3. Running
,

a. Dodging

b. Following interference,

4. Biocking.for touch and rugby

1, Acquainting the pupils with the game.

2. Developing enough skill and interest tdparticipate

during leisure 'time ,

3. Acquiring adequate knowledgefto understan

enjoy the game.

Aware of the positions and function of each player.,

.

.

2. Soccer

,

.

1. Passing, ,,. -

,a. Psing toe and inside of foot

b. Passing using'outside of foot

while moving

2, Trapping ,

a. Use of feet

;b. Use Of knees

3. Running

4. Goalkeeping
.

5. Kicking

a. Penalty kick

b, Free kick

c. Kick-off

1. Acquiring general knowledge of rules of game

2. Becoming familiar with the players and positions

3. Gaining enough knowtedge, skill and interest to

participate after and during school.

4. Developing enough knowledge about soccer in orler

to participate and be a spectator,
, .

(
.

.

,

3. Hockey 1, Passing 1

, 11 '

2. Driving
,,

,,

3. Handling of stick ,

4. Goalkeeping

5. Trapping . .J, ..

,

. J ,

Oi

,

1. Gaining enough knowledge and skillio partiCipate and

"16 bh spectator.

2'. Aequiting the minimuni'aMount,of-skill to play a gate,

3.:. ,F*0111ing familiar wits rules, players and playing field.

'..



WINTER

ACTIVITIES SKILLS *OUTCOME

1. Basketball 1. Dribbling

2. Passing

a. Bouncing

b. Chest

c. Hook

.d. One.arm pass (left or right)

3:Shooting

a, Foul

b. Free hand*

c. Hook'

d. Jump pass

*4. Guarding,

a. Zone

b. Man.to-man

1. To make pupils familiar with rules and object of game.

2. To develop enough interest and skill for participation.

3. To equip the puPils with enough knowledge to appreciate

the game as a spectator.

I

2. Apparatus 1. Mats

a. Forward 'roll

b. Backward roll

c. Headstand

d. Cartwheel

2. Horse

a. Front vault

b. Side vault to left and right

c. Dismounting

d. Side horse.vault in saddle

and rearway

3.,Rings

'a. Patallel hang

b. Inversion (turn over

, cr. Birds' Rest

4. Ropes

a. Position*of feet

b. ClimbissignedIaight,

c. Use of hands

d. Climb from sitting poktion

5. Chinning Bar

1. To develop a reasonable amount of poise arid cortml

of muscles.

2. To strengthen agility and suppleness.

a.. To develop flexibility as well as muscle developtnent.



WINTER CONT'D.

ACTIVITIES SKILLS OUTCOME

1, Volleyball 1. Serving

2. Rotation

.3. Scoring

Striking the ball

a. positan of fingers

hel of hands

5. Spikrig

Settinkup

1. To acquaint the pupils with a knowledge of how e''

game is played.

2. To develop enough interdt as a carry-over for

after-school activity. .

3. To develop the minimum amount of skill to play, and

enjoy the garne.

4. To initiate an appreciation and enjoyment as a

spectator..

2, E...ysical

laboratory

1. TtY,-,-t5nditioning

s ..'oordination

:hythm

.echniques of lifting

1 Imptoveinent in general health and development Of

the body.

2: :To improve the agility, rhythm; and miiscle tone of

,the body. ,

3. A general fitness process to improve the general

con`dition'of the body.
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SPRING

ACTIMIES 'SKILLS OUTCO E

1. SqUare Dancing 1. Steps invoMng sldpping, hopping,

galloping, and leaping

2; Formations and patteras

3. Dosido

4. Promenade

5. Honor yoUr partner

6: Chain

1. UnderstafAing different ethni and racial
\

groups.

2. Acquiring understanding of time ignature, phrasing,

and tempi) in music; ,

3. To enhance the sense of rhythm.

2. Softball

1

v.) :

1. Batting

a. position of hands, arms, and feet

b. folio *through

2. Catching

3. Throwing

a. free throw

b..pitching

4. Running

5. Fielding

6. Scofing,

1. To develop an'appreciation and understanding of the

game of softball.

2. To provide enough skill fOtthe AO to play and

enjoy the game.'

3. To acquire enough knowledge to appreciate the,game

as a spectator,

I. I

3. Track 1, Running

a. relays.baton passing

b. indMdual races

c. dashes

2. Jumpihg

a. broad jump, (running):

b. step step, junip

c. standing broad jump

d. high jump

1. Development of total body Strength and organic vigor

2. To develop a sense of individual improvement.

3. T develop a healthy individual and team, competitive

atude.

4. Tennis 1. Selling

2. Backhand

1 Forehand

4.,Follow.through

5. Volleying

6. Smash

1. Ditvelop enough skill and interest to play gameduring

ksure time. ,

2. Tagin,enough knowledge and skills to apPreciate

the e. as a spectator.



SUMMARY

The commitment of the AdaH. H. Lewis staff to project, °plan, andinStitute a
program.vital in:substance anth,of the quality necessary tO foster learning in our
rapidly Changing world of knowledge is herein stated. The thrust of learning and
teaching is to provifie many experiences for students to utilize reasoning processes
toward the Mastery of skills, The.curriculum designprovides opportUnities for
learning' based cn the carefully delineated skill tasks that must be accomplished at
each leverto.guarantee success at the next level onproviding basic learningtools,
that reflect the.educatiori, professional training, experience, specific talents,- and
abilities of staff ,members..,

Cooperative teamwork, support, and diligence by,all members of the Lewis
staff can provide the datalysts after igniting the desire for learning we expect from
our students. Throughout our program, we are Providing, oppOrtUnities for Intel-
lectual growth, and time for wholesothe adjustments and experiences for students
leading to Ithprovement in attitudes toward themselves and others.

The tenacity and skill which we, use in implementing our guide Will Pace Our
progres_s_and ultimately determine if our goalS can be reached. Addenda, learning
packets, and additional units will4be developed and annexed to their.origindl curriculum
report as we review and revise it periodically. But, the true eValuation of this guide

be measured by the gainS..we make in'helping children helPthe.mSelves, and, if
we.learn and ,help ourselves in the,process.

s-
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